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ABSTRACT

The objective of Proe~ee 30.7 was to investigate the predicted teh~avir of Ger-nan undier-
ground personnel shelters. equipment, and certain instru~mentation. Data IA)!Aincd wtil he used
for evaluation and improvement of present design criteria.

Nine reinforced -conc rete underground shelters, de~igned uy German enginee~s, were
tested at the 170-, 155-, 110., 79-, 26-. 11.5-, and 7.2-psi overpressure ranige% As determined
from average blast -line instrumentation measureme nts.

Reinforcing steel, doors, and ventilation equipment were received from Wes.t GerniAr'v andi
were iacorporated in the shelters.

Preshot and postshot precise location surveys were made to determine the tOtAl laterAi
and vertical motions of the structure as a result of the blast.

Blast instrumentation used in *.h shelters and re'ntcneways consisted of U. S. Wtanebo
pressure gauges, Czrluon earth-pressure gauges, Ballistic Research LaborAtories (PHI.)

:selfl-recording pressure gauges, and dynamic pressure gauges. Free-field measuremient.-
were recorded along the blast line using U. S. self-recording and electronic pres~sure gauges

and German self-recording pressure gauges. Structural response was recorded by BRL dr~-
flection and acceleration gauges, SR-4 strain gauges, and WAterwAys Experiment S'Ation
scratch gauges.

Radiation measurements were taken using U. S. gammia-radiation film dosimete..s,
gamma -radiation chemical dosimeters, neutron detectors, telentetering ;AmMA dosime -
ters, ar-O German parima chemical dosimeters.

Mice were used as biological specimen.s in environmental tests in seven oi the ninr stru,-
tures tes'ed. In addition to the environmental tests, A series of tests was performed !.i thr
nine structu~res to check for the possible occurrence of dust in the shelters an A Consequen~ce
of nuclear explosions.

Ground sho~ck spectra were recorded undior project 1.9 for ir.- 'told conditiois And for the-
interior of a shritcr.

An experiment was Inrtuded to investigate tn,;c tranamission of ground %ho.-k A-drrrAti..n
tva simulated body. This test recorded the rkaeibn harActieristics ot a ~zra

product t~nsolito) manufacture~d by the United States Kubler Company
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PREFACE

The policy of the U. S. Government of furnishing the goverlments of friendly nations with
un:Lassif ed information on nuclear effects, through NATO and elsewhere, has led to the par-

ticipation of the West German Government, acting thrjugh their U. S. representatives, in the

1957 Nevada continental test series, Operation Plumbbob, at the Ni:.-•Aka Test Site. The invita-
tion to participate in the test was extended by the Federal Civil Defense Administration (FCDA)

in response to a request from the West German Government. Their participation was corre-
lated by. and under the sponsorship of, FCDA.

Test information will be made available to the West German Government in accordance
with the procedures and limitations imposed by the security regulations of the United States

Atomic Energy Commission (USAEC). It was expected that the information obtained would be

of interest and value also to the FCDA and other aenCiMes of the U. S. Government.

The West German Government engaged the firm of Ammann & Whitney. Coasulting Engi-
neers, at their agent to pursue the outlined prograrm to its completion here in the United States.
The servicq of Ammann & Whitney included developing the contract drawings and mainta•ning

itaison with FCDA, including financial arrangement, allocating and arranging for equipment to
measure blas , cssure, radiation And structural response, receiving the equipment from Ger-

many and arranging fur its shilpent to the Test Satr. provtding field supervision during con-
struction, and inspecting .nd reporting the test results in accordance with USAEC a.:-,d FCPA
requirements.

Edward Cohewp. srnior Author. wa• in charge of the work for AmmAnn & Whittriv And
served as Project O(ficrr. Anton Bottrnhiofr served as Assistant Project Officer.

The stru-ctres (A Project 30.7, whtrh consisterd l nruw ( German shelters, w-re trsted tn

the Smoky shot of Operation Plumt-.xib at 5-30 a.m. on the mornrng of Aug 31. 1557j. The de-

vice used was a 43-kt nuiear device moaunted -. a 700-ft sterl tower. The test was .IL-,trd

in Area TZC of Yucca Flats at the, eva&dA Trest Site.
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Chopeer I

INTRODUCTION

1.1 OBJECTIVE

ThM main ob)edive of this test was to observe the behavior under blasA conditions of pro-
tertive structures of German design built with German material-i to determine the relative ef-
ficievcy of *Ufferent types of construction and to obtain informAtion for the improvement of
these structures and the development of design criteria for future protective structures.

Data on strains, deflectiomit and deformations, pressures, soil displacements, and radio-
activity were obtained from German instrumentation and from extensive supplemental instru-
mentation provided by U. S. agencies. Physical characteristics and stractural behavior were
determined by observation and inspection.

1.2 GENERAL INFORMATION

1.2.1 ScOpe

This protect included threc types of widerfround cast-in-place concrete personne" shel-
ters: (1) type A rrctanpzlar shelter, designed for an overpressure of 132 psii; (2) type A cy-
lindrical shelter, desigtnd for 132 psi, and (3) type C rectanVlAr shelter, de inl o 1W Ii.7

psi1.
Nine structutris were built, four type A recfAr.,,Ltr Ah-lters, !wa t~l- A ,-rgUIA,- Sthitras,

and thrre t' prw C rct langular zhoelt,-rs.

Tha r 4.-Oteiur.l drAwirsis of ,hv ShelterS Arty SioWn in F114[r. '..1 fr 1.3.

ILt2 Loý-auoi,

Thr sheirr-ts wvre i-c thrt W14Ang V'rrd~-tod eAk "4?.rPrV*X¶~rr lvvls.

1It-rpe A rctlar-Vt-r 24ok#nte tt~t,.

1,46.53 psi1 tiv A virculAr (drsagnAted CA-aIi
I t-We A rrcttamnulAr (dwsignAtcd RAc)1
I t Ype A ýrvular 'designated CAW) f 132.3 pu

I t nm A rvc-tangu1.ar (designa-tod P-4l) 60. 2 k
I (Ype C rwctangul.Ar (h'signitr4 MCA, ?$.A Pat.4
I type C rcctangulr drsi•n•trd )Cb) 14.7 psi.

Scr FIC. 1.4 fr nAxtr'n,. r -'ordi-- o;" rp•rcsres.

T~ w -r-tratcres of Ikr str~awurv werc *rt*,t4 as shawr- m~ F.S. 1.4, This ,,ricAafteto plarc
Ow dzrrett'a of the c"Aranev st.~zrs rzacia to GrvwwA Zere (;Z) ft vve ýs-ptitc. that tyis arien-f
tatmih wvau rr'ovide mti-q~n%4 rvfttc-td prc%.4%ý&re an the -niAt;i S~ant ib.;)t.



1.3 DESCRIPTION OF STRUCTURES

1.3.1 Type A RectanCular

The type A rectangular shelter is desipged for 25 persons. The general over-all dimen-
sions are 13 ft 9 in. wide by 3S It 5 in. long by I Ift $'it in. high. The shelter cosists of the
entrance stairs and ramp, a vestibule, the main shelter body, an exit chamber, an emergency-
exit tunnel, a vertical exit shaft, and a ventilation shaft (Figs. 1.5 to 1.12).

The entrance consists of a 4-ft 7-in. -wide stair on one side and a ramp on the otiser, each
ramp being 19 ft 8 in. long an- leading to a common landing in front of the shelter (Ftig. 1.5 to
I.M). The stairway and ramp wails; and slAbs re I WA in. thick. Entrance from th.* landing into
the vesti!buk is through a 2-It 10-1t, by 6-ft 11-in. opening, which is closed on the exterior
side by means of a steei arch tr-jw bltst deor.

The vestibule, 6 ft 1s& in. by 4 ' I1I in. by 7 ft 61. in. high, provides an air lock for entry
Into the main chamber tFig. 1.8). M trance is through a 2-ft i01/1-in. by 6-ft 1'4 -in. o"emng,
which is closed by a gastight fire door..

The main body of the shelter h.-u a floor area 9 ft 1O in. by 13 It It? in. and to f It 6',, n.
high (Figs. 1.9 to 1.11). The wailt. floar slab, and roof slab are I ft I ,1" in. thick. The root
slab has a 4-ft earth cover for radiatio, protection.

An emergency exil. Is provided through an exit chamber at the opposite end of the shelter.
The exit chamber is entered through a 2-1' 1%-Mn, by 2-ft 9'T-in. gastight fire door. The cham-
ber is 2 It It'I in. by 3 ft 31/4 in by 7 I 6f 2 in. high. Access from the exit chamber into the
emergency-exit tunnel is through a 2-ft 1"•-in. by 2-ft 911•-in. opening provided with a blast
door on the exterior side. This tune', 7 ft loft, has a c-oss socti-n of 2 It 7', in. by 5 ft 3 in..
with II,,-in.-thMck walls, roof, &n floor slab. It leads to a verecal shaft. 2 ft 7'" in. square
with 11,/ 1-•.-thick walls, which provides access to graile Above

Ad)acent to the exit chamber is a 4-ft 11-in.-squar. retinforced-concrete air-intake stack
(Fig. 1.12). extended to a grade level. This stack provides fittered air for the pr,,Acted ventila-
tioa system of the structure, which normally operates during blast coadtiom.

The filtered-air system was not place-d in operation during this test.

1.3.2 Type A Circular

The type A circular shelter consists of a proEected etnrancewAy, a vestibule, the main body
9' the skdter (75 rersons), An exit chamber, and a combination emergency exit and Y-ntilatijo
ihft (ilgs. 1.13 to 1.20).

The over-aii length of the cyltnder is 44 P -I, in. The VIstIbtUe tAnd the main chamber are
of k irc'la~r cross section, with An intertor radius of 4 It 11 in. and 1-ft e, -in. -Ihick walls
jFlirt- 1.03 and 1.14). Radiation protection is provided by $ ft 3 in. of earth cover over the

she 1t1vr.
Tf siwter is enered 1" means of a cov•red stair with 1114-in. -thick walls, sCatr slab,

and r,,.; slab (Fig. 1.15). ,ranct into the vvotitle is through a 2-ft 10.0-ir. by 6-ft l0,-In.
v.e.l arch t-, blast door (Figs. 1.16 aM 1.17). Entranwe from the vestibtle to the main c.zm-
her to th.--Agh , 2 -ft 101

1 -in, by S-ft l'-in- gzsttgt fire do"r. At the reat of the Lhe••t,, tho

exit charnber ran tw# r-tjvrvd throu,.h a 2-ft I I -in. by 2-ft r~ igsiaght fire do,,).-. And fions

tftti VI-A1cr A-et7vv to WMWd t* the exit shaft through a 2-ft to,-in, by I-It S-i.bat" dor

Orc 1.41". Lti4t to !hr rvedir aboe is provided bj this thbait, whi'-f has II' 4-ta. -thick WAZS aMW
a 3+ 1-itr -,-qirve o.r0% At the top. .whih is d•s•ed by a stevl covvr or Crsting •Fra. 1.19

A"A~,cn to thi evxil Shaft is tho I~rV4-air tntzv rimber ~7irti 1.16), wti' N pr-,viafro
j~fdxedv VCig4i"4tt-c daring buast CoeA4ticas.

.1.3. Tvpe C'ferglr

The tvW C' retn aha a'tcr 273 pwrwanO.) * also of tit -0ewd tc TUe aver .411
£meas~aas, cur Owia otweeerrget-i lwwwnll are 2s t 4 in, IT 1I'ft 11 a.~, fta. 11A&%,
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The shelter consists of the double entranceway (ramp and stair) leading to a common landing.
the entrance vestibule, the tasin body, the exit chamber, and the emergenc*, -exit tunnel and exit
Asati trip. 1.21 to 3.27).

The entrance stair and rzmp are similar to those of the type A r'-ctangal~ar shelter (Figs.
1.5 to 1.7). Entrance into the %estibule is through a 2-ft 10'1 -in. by 6-ft is,-in. blast door. The
%estibule is 4 ft 314 in. by 3 ft 31j? in. by 6 ft Ss', in. (Fig. 1.22). Entrance from the vestlibule into

the main chambe: is th~rough a 2-ft 7'1 -in. by 6-ft 6$%-in. otw'ning (no fire door in provided for
this type structure).

The m~awa chamber is 1010fOt in. by 13 ft I'? in. by 6 ft 654 in. high (Figs. 1.22 to 1.25). The
walls, floor slabs, and roof slab are Ill & in. thick. Radiation protection is provided by 3 ft of
earth cover.

An opening (wtth "o door) at the rear of the shelter provides access to the 4 -ft 3' ..in. by
3-ft Vi-in. exit chamber, fromt which entrance teAu be gained to the 7-ft -lofg cmerstency -exit
tunnel through a 2-ft 3%iby 2-ft 9'1 -in. blast door (Fig. 1.26). The emergency tumiel has
cross section of 2 ft 7', in. by 5 ft 3 in-, with II' &-in. thick walls and stabs..

Exit from the end of the tunnel to the grade above is through A 2-1ft 1 -"n sUare VertCAL
shaft, which io closed bry a hinged cover or gtrating to prevent debris fromn falling into tile shaft.

Adpacent to the exit chamber io the filtered -air Intake chamber. which is 4 ft '4 im. by
2 ft I', in,. by El ft 4s, in. high. Figu.re 1.27 is the above-ground view of the combination cmer-
itency-exit and air -inta~ke shaft.

1.3.4 w'rntilatton

The ventilation for all three types of shelters is similar. Althwo4gh tive structtires were de-
signed for the use of two systems (natural1 and filtered air)', only the filtered-air systet wvAs
provided in this test. With this system the air enters the iour 2-in, pipes passing through the
a~ir -itakv stack at the ground surar~cv. The air pas-ses *3wn and through a 3-ft 4-in. depth of
double-washed coarse safd. The filtered air is then pumped into the train chamber of tlhe
structurt by a manually or e~ectricaLly operated air pump Located 3 It 7 i n. above the floor
stab (fig. 1.24). In the shelters tha have a gastight door between the main chamber And antc -
chamber (type A. rectangular and circular), th* foul air is exhausted at ther entrsine cnd of the
main rhAmtbcr by a MAntually Oiiez sed exhaust valve (Figs. 1.1, 1.9, and 1.13). Once the toul
air is in the vvstibulft (antet-hAmber), it is rvnmoved from the structure by means of an over-
pressure flap valve through the exterior wall into the entrancew-Ay.

The quantity of Air entering the shelter can Le r'esulated during vither manuAl or electrical
operation. A calibrated flowltneter indicates to an operator the quantity of air passing through
the p-ump. Whecn the flow indicator is t rid steady at its center positior., the quAntity beieng drAWn1
in to 7W) Liters min. A flow greater th~a this excervds the fuivctional capacity of Mhe coarsc-

sard filter.
TVnr clectrti-al opwration on th.ý Air pump, assutming the sp.eed of the mutor to be cn5~t

the quantity of air io msianuii regulatcd "y i hangd throt'ling valve. When tMe Air pump is
operiaed wanually, the throttlizý.x rslvv is placed in the N.r)' open position (Aiafl, aMW Lhc q-

tity of air is regulatedl bv the ýwrwmn trnin-K the hatnde.
tn the fully closed pooitio~ 1z14.; the ltheottltnC "vav w and cat.-iof patmpý rAM do Maet seat

pirrfectiy AMd soft lwasizer is prsiabe. Kv-*were, this LcakAqe io of atecomaeqwancV st-Mcc the
Valve is good only 4s a Means of rVgulating the quartity oi air pa~s"n tkiough tthe pumsp.

Dosvrig the teot all throetlng vtlv'es were Left follY -Vi - The atamaally operated cxhaatst
valeso in the Souz type A reeta*4Vlar "a t wo type A circular sheters were Left opct I ~mAll
ovVrVreswrV flav rallwo oPeratVd freely aind were in a 0k,04K. pvsaeion for the tvat.

1.. Dwars

The main blas t eiw of !hr atruriures *.e of two tywo TTW 3%43A cvtt rzn'- AMOr of the
type A re*seuia n the type A ci rcular #&elteis, con.sta ot :- plote rwri'e4 m-ard with .1%6M

Lay mw..brs awerm to act as sttrts to t~lowebte roopnrvsstv re orrvo wtoa thwevrvv4 jP!aztv 01
the dboi Arv Fret itmo tcuakou L- tkw bxast loaz" VIgS. 1.14 adII
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The second type blast door, used for the main entrance of the type C shelter and a smaller
size for the emerpency exits of all the structures, is a flat plate with horizontal stiffeners
(Fig. 1.26).

Although placed at various pressure levels, the blast doors for the type A rectangular and
the type A circular structures were designed for an overpressure of 220 psi. The blast doors
for the type C rectangular structure were designed for an overpressure of 66 psi. The vertical
and horizontal emergency-exit blast doors were designed for 147 and 13 psi, respectively.

The fire doors are made of two flat plates, with a fire-resistant material between (Fig.
1.8). The whole assembly is l/s in. thick. These doors were previously tested to resist a tem-
perature of 1100*C for a period of 2 br.

All doors, both blast and fire, are made gastight by rubber-tubing gaskets.
Recesses left in the concrete to receive the frame anchorages permitted the installation of

the door frames after the structural concrete was placed. Doors were manufactured by
Mannesmann -Stahlblechbau, West Germany.

1.4 THEORY

The German shelters were designed by German engineers in accordance with German
codes' and criteria.2, 3 ,o duplicate, to as great a degree as possible, the conditions that would
prevail for structures constructed in Ge_-many, the specifications and drawings were developed
in accordance with German construction practices. The reinforcing bars, ventilation equipment,
and doors were shipped to the Nevada Test Site from West Germany. A shortage of reinforcing
bars developed during construction, and comparable U. S. steel was substituted.

The s*ructures were designed for static loading conditions. The equivz'ent loads assumed
were equal to one-third the peak incident overpressure and were considered to be uniformly
distributed on the exterior walls, roof, and floor slabs so as to cause maximum working
stresse.. The working loads considered in the design are given in Table 1.1.

The minimum materi.i specifications and allowable design stresses were as follows:
Concrete: f,, 4260 psi (cube strength); and r,, 1420 psi (allowable design stress).
Steel: minimum yield stress, 31,300 psi; ultimate stress, 47,500 to 71,200 psi; minimum

elongation before breaking, 15 per cent; and allowable design stress, 20,000 psi.

The structures were designed for either in 80-kt device at an explosion height of 1550 ft
or ý' 5-Mt device at a height of 4140 ft. (A postshot dynamic analysis of the roof slab of shelter
RAa is included as Appendix C of this report.)

The thickness of earth cover above the roof slab of the main shelter was so proportioned
that the attenuatea radiation present in the structure was equal to 25 r. The attenuation factor
used in the degign was computed from "Effects of Atomic Weapons."'

PEFERENCES

1. German Co.le of Standards, D.I.N. 1045.
2. .,>rman Leutz, Aufgaben des baulichen Luftschutzes, Ziviler Luftschutz, December 1956.
3, Herman Leutz, Grundsltzliches zu den Richtlinien fur Schutzraurn'auten, Bundes Baublatt.
4. Q",-uel Glasstone (Ed.), "The Effects of Atomic Weapons," Superintendent of Documents,

i . Government Printing Office, Washington, D. C., 1950.

TABLE 1.1-DESIGN LOADS

Peak Equivalent static loads

overpressure, psi Direct load, psi Rebound, psi

"Type A, rectangular 132.5 44 5
Type A, vircular 132.5 40 44 5
Type C, rectan.ular 14.7 5 1.7
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Fig. 1.21-Vestibule (structure RC).

Fig. 1.22-Interior view of vestibule (structure RC).
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Fig. I.23-Forward view of main chamber (structure RC).

Fig. 1.24-Rear view of maini chamber (structure RC).
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Fig. 1.27-Above -ground view of the emergency-exit shift and vent stack (structuro RC).
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Chapter 2

PROCEDURE

2.1 SURVEYS

Preshot and postshot high-order field surveys of the horizontal and vertical coordinates of
survey points, designated Y1, Y1, etc., were required to allow a determination of the absolute
and relative lateral and vertical movements of the structures during the blast.

A second set of survey points, Xt, X1 , etc., was located in the structures to allow a deter-
mination of the relative lateral or horizontal movement of component parts of the structures.

The locations of these survey points are shown in Figs. 2.1 to 2.3.

2.2 INSTRUMENTATION

2.2.1 General

The major portion of the instrumentation used in the structures of Project 30.7 was U. S.
equipment. The U. S. instrumentation, as provided by the Federal Civil Defense Administra-
tion (FCDA), recorded blast pressure, ridiation, and structural-response variations. In addi-
tion to this equipment, supplemental pressure instrumentation supplied by the West German
Government was incorporated in the test.

2.2.2 U. S. Pressure Instrumentation

The U. S. pressure instruments installed in the structures of Project 30.7 consisted of
Wiancko electronic pressure gauges, Carlson electronic earth-pressure gauges, Badiistic Re-
search Laboratories (BRL) self-recording pressure-time gauges, ano BRL rlectrontc and
self-recording dynamic pressure gauges. The pressure instrumentation -vas installed in the
structures by members of Project 30.5c.

The number, type, and location of the pressure instrumentation are tabulated in Table 2.1,
and locations are shown in Figs. 2.4 to 2.12.

In addition to the instrumentation in the structures, U. S. blast -litte pressure data are
available for determining both the free-field surface overpressures and the dynamic pressures
to which the structures were subjected.

The blast-line Instrumentation and the maximum overpressures recorded are indicated in
Fig. 1.4.

The instrumentation description and test results have been extracted from the Pro;jct
30.5c report. WT-1536, and are more fully described therewith.

2.2.3 German Pressare Instrumentatior.

Five self-recording pressure gauges, supplied by the West German Government. scre used
in the test. These gauges were so positioned ailong the blast line that their postshot results
could be checked by U. S instrumentation- The locations of t', German gauges and cur:r-
sponding U. S gauges are shown in Fig. 1.4.
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2.2.4 Structural Response

Structural response of the structures was recorded by BRL displacement and acceleration
gauges and SR-4 strain gauges. These gauges were provided by FCDA and were installed by
Project 30. Sc.

Scratch gauges, supplied by the FCDA, were also used to determine relative deflections of
structure RAa. The gauges consisted of two serArate sections of metal tubing. each having a
steel base and a universal-Joint connection between the tubing and the base. One tube was of a
larger diameter than the second. The smaller tube was placed inside the Parger section, which
had a pointer-spring type assembly mounted on it. A mark was inscribed on the smaller of the
two tubes when there was a differential settlement between the bases of the gauge. Th? length
of the scratch indicated the amount of deflection of the member on which the gauge was
mounted.

The locations of the structural-response instruments are tabulated in ','able 2.1 and shown
in Figs. 2.4 to 2.12.

2.2.5 Radiation Instrumentation

Radiation measurements were made with U. S. gamma-radiation film dosimeters, gamma-
radiation differential chemical dosimeters, and neutron detectors and with gamma-radiation
differential chemical dosimeters supplied by the West German Government. Also included for
gamma-radiation measurements were two dual-unit telemeters. One of the units was placed in
structure RAc, and the other was located on the blast line at a predicted pressure level of 88
pas. The telemetering instruments act u remote radiation detectors, transmitting gamma-
time records to a central receiving station.

Five gamma-radiation differential chemical dosimeters were placed along the blast line
(Fig. 1.4) as a part of the radiation program.

The installation of all radiation-recording instruments, including the German equipment,
was performed by Projects 30.5c. 39.9, and 39.la.

The placement of the radiation-detection equipment in the structures is shown in Fig. 2.13.

2.3 GROUND SHOCK SPECTRA

2.3.1 General

Displacement spectra of ground shocks produced by nuclear devices, from which the ve-
locity and acceleration spectra can be derived, were obtained by Project 1.9. which participated
in shots Smoky, Whitney, Galileo. Charleston, and Stokes. A ground-shock response spectrum
is a convenient method for interpreting free-field earth motions with regard to the relative ef-
fects in a structure or the effect, on equipment within a structure placed in the soil. A response
spectrum can be used to describe the behavior of a simple dynamic system as a function of its
frequency.

2.3.2 Theory

A ground-shock Spectrim is a plot of the maximum responses of single-degree--of-freedom
systems (reed gauges) vs. the natural frequencivs of the systems. The response is due to
ground-induced motion of the reed-gaoue base and is measured in the tests as peak instantane-
ous displac¢ment. Acceleration and velocity spectra are derived from the measured displace-
mient spectra. The mathematical relations r.ven below are the bases for the response spectra.

Figure 2.14 illustrates & aingle-d4greer-of-froodoni spring-mass system (neglecting damp-
ing); (a) shcws the svotem at rest. and (b) shows the system in mn.:on in the x directioii as a
result of an acceleration of the base.

The general differential equation of motion for a system having an acceleration input is
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where p = x-y = the displacement of the mass relative to the base
x -displacement of the base
y -displacement of the mass
w = undamnped natural circular frequency of a spring-mass system

The dots denote differentiation with respect to time.
The system responses have the following relations:'

Dm..D the displacement (response) spectrum
*V. the velocity (response) spectrum

u,1=A, the acceleration (response) spectrum

The displacement -reiponse system ~D) consists of the reco.rded values of the maximum
displacement of the various m. ;sea relative to their bases for a number of spring-mass sys-
tems coveruig a range of frequei.- tes. The acceleratio~i response spectrum (A) consists of the
maximum absolute accelerations of the mass systems. The velocity spectrum is composed, not
of the actual peak velocities of the masses relative to their bases but of pseudo relative veloc-
ities that are nearly the same As thi, peak relative velocities. The velocity spectrum is useful,
however, in the determination of the upper bound of the strain energy In struct..res.

2.3.3 Instrumentation

Twelve shock gauges and protecting canisters were used in the tests. The shock gauge is
a completely self-contained mechanical unit requiring no electronic or communication chan-
nels. Essentially, it consists of 10 masses attached to ca.ntilever springs mounted on two sides
of a vertical plate (Fig. 2.15). The natural frequencies of the spring-mass system are approxi-
mately 3, 10, 20, 40, 80, 120, 160. 200, 250, and 300 cycles sec.

Peak responses to the shock input for each spring-mass system are obtained on polished.
smoked record plates, which are marked by the movement of a s~ylus attached to each mass.

The gauge is protected by a cylindrical canister 2 ft in diameter and approximately 2 ft
deep. Figure 2.101 shows the two canisters as they were placed in structure RAc. Transmis-

s ion of shock input to the gauge (either in the vertical or horiZOnt;Al direction) is secured by
boting the gauge in the desired position to the i-in. baseplate of the canister.

Vertical and radial gauges to record free -field effects were placed approximately I ft be -
low the ground surface at various distances frorm CZ during shots Smoky, Whitney, Galileo,
Charleston, and Stokes. [During shot Smoky one radial and one vertical gauge were placed in
the underground rect.-igular structure of Project 30.7 at the 1005-ft range (Fig. 2.18). The
canisters were bolted to the floor slab of the structure. One radial and two vertical gauges
were placed adjacent to the struct-ure.; a distance of 5 feet was used between gauges.

2.4 ACC'EIERATION TEST

A test was performed under the direction of Project 30.5 to ascertain the effects on the
human body of tht acceleration of a structure subjected to blast loads:

In structure RAe concrete blocks were cast around concrete -filled rubber boots. The
boots and blocks had a weight approxim~ttrtv equal to that of the wverage human. Three pairs
of boots were mounted on three different types of flooring: (1) three I -in. -thick layers of
Ensolite comented t(4othor; (2) one I -in, layer and one tJ-1n. Layer of Ensolate -.emented to-
gother. and (3) the existing concrete floor- of the vtructurv. The inst rurz....:aon used in the
test inclAded one W&,ancito accelerometer mounted on each of the three bk( ks and two arrelcr-
*omtors mounted ont the floor. The instruments mounted on the floor were arranged to measure
both vertical and I.,irisontal acceleration of the structure. One dispiacement gauge was used on
the blcwk that was 1icr~ted on the It 1-in. -thic~k pad of rnsolitie.

The locatioin and details of the YEn..oilte tcst equjipmnent art' shown in fig. 2.17, and a view
v.k~ test i. given in Fig. 2. 18.
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2.5 BIOLOGICAL TEST

2.5.1 General

tender the direction of Projects 33.5 and 33.8. interna; environmental biological tests
were per-formed in the structures of Project 30.7. Tht objectives of these tests were (a) to
determine the effect of ,'nvironment on biological spec~mri~s (mice) occupying the shelters
during a nuclear explosion and (b) to determine the existenc-? and origin of dust resulting front
a nuclear detonation, which would be a potential hazard to personnel located in structures.

In general, the bis~ogical test itronsisted of a sample of 20 mice; one sample was placed in
each of seven of the nine structures tested. The test objectives were twofold: (1) to place the
soecimeris in !he shelters and to follow their mortatity rate over a 60-day period postahot and
(2) if possible, in case of death. to relate the cause of death to a specific environimentail factor.

The dust -accumulation test consisteJ in placin% one or more of the same and or different
tyles of dust accumulators in the 5tructures for exposure during the detonation. The purposes
or the study were to (a) obit&n *2amples of postshot dust appearing in the structures as a con-
sequencu' of !he IIu(-!Ar explosion. (b) establish, if possible, the sources of postshot dust, i.e..
whether lpacticies arose from preexisting dirt on the floor or actual~y spalled from the ceiling.
wall, ind floor slab as a result of the explosion, an'd (c) establish the particle sizes of the pre -
shot and pustshot dust.

The biologtical-test descriptioni and results, as accumulated in this report, have been ab-
stracted from the reports of Projects 33.5 and 33.6, ITR-1447 and WT-1507, respectively.

2.5.2 Environmental Test of Mice

(a) Animals. The animals used in the study were mice of the RAP st rain. Body weights
were between 20 and 25 g. and ages averaged approximately six weeks. In addition to the sam-
ple used in each str-_cture, two samples were kept as controls. Each sample of 20 mice was
placed in a wire-mesh cage approximately 9 by 15 by 9 in. (see Fig. 2.18). The cages con-
tained copious amounts of iood (Purina Laboratory Chow) and two water bottles. In the event
the blast were to jar the water bottles from the cage, each cage had sliced raw poatoes to act
as a source of moisture. Control tests had shown hat antim~ls under these circumstances
could survive air four days unattended.

(b) Locations. The cages were placed in sieven of the nine structures testod. The cages in
structures RAa. RAc, RAd, RCa. RCb. and RCc were Placed on~ the floor slab near the corner
of the ii~at , hamber formed by the walls facing GZ and the antechamber. In structure CAb the
cage was located between the gasoline generator and the gasoline stora4, tank. The cages in
all seven structures were ar-cured to the floor by an e'astic band stretched Across the top of
the cage And anchored to the floor slab.

The location of the mice is shown in Flit. 2.19,

(c) Time of Placement. The Anilmals Were placed in the structures three And four days
before the shot. lEAch day thereafter the food and water supply was replenishwed up to, and in-
cluding, the day before the shot.

1.5.3 DU~StStaecumulAtion Test

(a) DMst Collectors. Two types of du~st collectorit were uttlixed in the stody. These cotl-
Ic-tors consisted of qitiky -tray fallout collectors "n motror -driven air samplers.

(b) Sticky -tirry nFsoam Collectors (Tvtwrs M. C. -in Di. Two types of -sticky -tray collectors
were- used durtig 1.hw study. Thor first type consiste~d t~f sticky paper (8 by 9 in.) mountrd by
niasking taiz- to the top oft either 31urintzfli tray& (12 try 12 in. or W-in. -thick plates; of &irse-
nixed shve't mtal (91. by 10t, in.). Tho top of the sticky paprer was prodected by two rvctangu-
tar pie, ' a of papwr. each k-ovcring half the sticky surface. The paper pi'oter-tor was re moved
whe. .vp-,%urr of the tray %wiqi drstirvd- The sticky-rvasun trays, which W-erw the second type
uneJ. we-re prvpared bv roa!ifl ore si(We of thw alwminum trais% with 3r. Alky resln put iti a
solution of tolunens I part rcrsin to 4 parls totuei'i. T'he coating opwratain w-as oe~w with an
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atomizer of the type commonly employed to spray nasal passages. Dummy trays were taped
over the resin collectors to protect them during transportation and installation.

The sticky-tray collectors were broken down into two additional classifications, namely.
type B (paired sticky-paper trays) and type C (single sticky-paper trays). Type B sticky-
paper trays were placed in the nine structures for preshot contrc!s. These control trays.
which recorded the preshot dust accumulation, were removed from the shelter at the time the
structures were finally prepared for the detonation. The sticky sides of two trays were placed
face to face to trap the collected dust between the two layers of transparent material. At the
time of removal of the control trays, two experimen.al type B trays were uncovered so that
the postshot dust accumulation could be recorded. In addition, single sticky-paper trays (type
C) were installed in the structures that had been coatecd with fluorescent dye. The single
sticky-paper trays, when r.ot in use were protected by dummy aluminum trays, which were
taped over them.

Single resin trays (type D) were installed in the structures that had been coated witn fluo-
rescent dye. As in the case of the type C trays, the resin trays were protected by aluminum
tray covers.

The fluorescent dye was used to establish the source of positshot dust. A 0.1 per cent
solution of fluorescein-sodium. ptaced in a 50 50 water-alcohol solution, was applied with
ordinary paint rollers. The floozs of structures RAa. CAb. RAd, and RCb were covered to
avoid contamination of the floor dirt with the dye.

At the time the dust collectors were pla.ced, a sample of dirt was scraped from the floor
of each structure to establish the character of the shelter dirt which existed preshot.

The control sticky-paper trays, as previously mentioned, were broken into two categories.
dirty and clean. Twelve dirty co:gtrol trays were placed in the structures, as indicated in
Table 2.2. These trays were placed in the structures 14 days before the test, at which time
dust on the floor was disturbed by swatting the floor with a piece of cardboard. The 12 control
trays were removed the day following their placement, at which time 3 additional clean trays
were placed. The clean trays were uncovered three days before the test and removed two days
later.

All experimental dust collectors (types B, C, and D) were exposed in the structures from
one to three days befort: the test.

(c) Air Sampler (type E). A high-volume automatic air sampler was installed in structure
CAb (circular at 132 psi) to check the concentration of dust particles suspended in the air at
different times after the blast.

Thiq instrument is equipped with a I'z-hp motor, which operates a suction pump that
drawb .jjroximately 15 cu ft min through a Whatman No. 41 filter paper. The volume of air
sampled depends upon the partivular filter employed and the amount of dust which has accu-
mulated on it during its operation. The air flow rate used for calculations is the mnean of the
initial Aind firal diow rates as deteuirsi;ýi by a Fischer and Porter Flowrator.

The sampler consists of two basic units: the motor and pump unit and the filter magazine
unit. The latter accommodates eight 33g-in. -diameter filters, which ccle seqtientialiv ac•ord-
Mr. a A preset sampling interval. Initiation of sampling is also controlled bv a preset timer.

For this tet two samplers using Whitman No. 41 filter paper as the filter medium were
employed. The first instrument w-A4 set so that each of the eight filters was rxVposed for a
period of 1, hr; after 12 hr. the instrument having tin its cycle, the operation would ceaer.
The se:oind Instrument wAs set so that it would run tontinuouslv on one filter until the power
supply failed.

The a;r sampler with its power suppiv, was installed in the strvr'ure six days before the
test. Several preshot tests wvre run on the equipment to determine whether or notA tht gcien -
ator air supply was sufficient. The sampler operatr,.- durtnrg 0•, mr ,.m test. but, undrr a pro-

Iont-rd test two days b•rfore the shoi, the air supply was found ;ao be insufficirnt. Even though
%he sampler war u.li.k-ly to function propwriv, it iris started 4 hr iw'•,irr the test.

The samplers used in the test by Protert 33.5 *.nd the desc-ription of their owere'.•n werr
obitain" fzom Prtugram 37 thr,,gh the c-,operation of K. M. Larsen.
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(d) LOC1Igo. Two experimer.11I sticky -pper trays (type B) were placed in etch of the
nine structures tested. Structures RAa, RAd, CAb, and RCb had one sticky -paper tray (type C)
and one resin tray (type D), in addition to the type B trays. These structures, which contained
the type C and D collectors, were also coated with fluores "ent dye. Both air rampiers, along
with their gasoUine-generator supply, were located in structure CAb.

The numbqr and type of dust collectors are given in Table 2.2, and their Locations are
shown in Fig. 2.19.
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TABLE 2.2--NUMBER AND TYPE OF DUST COLLECTORS*

No. and type of No. and type, type B
experimenLai collectors control collectors

Structure B C D E ..o. Type* Remarks

P 1 1 1 C Dye-treated 11 days before test

.,Ab 2 1 C
RAc 2 1 C

1 C'
RAd 2 1 ' C Dye-treated 11 dayE- Lefore test;

vacuumed 1 day before test
CAa 2 1 C
CAL 2 1 1 2 C Dye-treated 11 days before test;

vacuumi . 1 lay before test
RCa 2 1 C

1 C,
RCb 2 1 1 1 C Dye-treated 11 days before test;

vacuumed 2 days before test
RCc 2 1 C Vacuumed I day before test

- C,

*Control collectors: C, dirty control; C1 , r control.
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Fig. 2.l5S~hock gauge.

fig. -. 1' Sh~c<c -gauge canistet' ark4 Ensob t* test equieament.
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Chapter 3

BLAST RESULTS

3.1 Structural Blast Damage

3.1.1 Rectangular Concrete Shelter (Structure RAa)

(a) Entranceways. In the ramp entrance facing JZ separations formed at the intersec-
tions of the interior and exterior walls with the ramp slab. The interior wall was pulled
away from the slab 7 in. at Lie bottom and ýjg in. at the top of the ramp. The intersection of
the ramp and exterior wall was similar to that at the interior wall; that is, the crack varied
from 4 to 7 in. near the bottom to zero inches at the top of the ramp. Bowing of the interior
will into the backfill was produced at the quarter-height along the contraction joint. A '/26- to
'/,-in. vertical crack was formed near the bottom of the ramp. This crack terminated at a
laminated area located at the mid-height of the wall. There was spalling on t3th sides at the
upper section of the crack. Cracks var3ipn, from 2i,, to 3% 'n. in width, perpendicular to the
plane of the ramp, were located approximately 2 ft on center along the length of the wall. The
majority of these cracks ran the full height of the wall. A crack starting at a chipped-out sec -
tion located at the intersection of the end of the roof slab and the interior wall ran diagonally
toward the top of the wall. The ;t-ctlon of the wall above this crack was deflected back into the
fill. The exterior wall damage was similar to that described for the Interior wall. A chipped
section of the exterior ramp wall was located approximately 4 ft above the landing at the con-
traction joint. A horizontal crack, with spalling on both sides, above this section produced a
'/-in. bow in this wall. There were numerous diagonal cracks perpendicular to the pline of
the ramp located approximately 2 to 3 ft on center An the upper two-thirds of wall. These
cracks varied In size from '/3l to I in. in width. The top of the parapet located abovy, '.he land-
ing roof slab that faces GZ was deflected into the backfill 6 in. at the intersection of the ex-
terior wall and 1 ft at the interior wall. The corners of the parapet and aide walls were
chipped, and the reinforcement was exposed.

A 3-in. crack in the landing floor slab ran from the ccntractlow joint at the bottom of the
ramp along the center line of the slab to the Q-gaage mount. There it brcam* a 2-in. crack,
rumnnng diagonally to the exterior wall. A I'!- to 2-In. crack was located along the intersec-
tion of the floor slab and the exterior wall. The crack was continuous the full length of the
landing. The roof slab had & continuous longitudinal I-in. crack along its center line. Two
0'4vrsi cracks ý' 5 in. In width brr-..-hed off the main crsck. one terminating at the Interior
wall and the other at the exterior wall. A %.- !n. crack was prodced along the Wntersection of
the rnof slab and the exterior wall. Th- exterior wall was -adly damaged, having a longtudi-
nal crack locaded at the mid-height of the wall. %"alng of I to 3 in, on each side was observed
alon6 its entire length.

I the entrance away from GZ. bowing searskions were produced along the Intersect~m of
the stairs and the two walls. The separadien of the interior mall varied frora 2', in at the bot-
tom to 4', in. at the three-quarter point from the bottom and back to 3 inL at the top of the
sairs. The exter-r wall had a separation of 1, in. at the bottom and 2 In, ad the Mp of the
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stairs. The exterior wall nao several 1/32-in. cracks perpendicular to the plane of the stairs
located in the upper section of the entrance. The interior wall had a spalled crack located at
its quarter point which started at the contraction joint, ran parailel to the stairs, and ended

above the sixth riser from the bottom. At the Antersection of the top end of the roof slab and
the interior wall was a chipped-out section of the wall. This section had two %/31-in. cracks
leading out from it and running parallel to the stairs.

The interior surfaces of the ramp, stairs, and the landing were completely scoured by the
blast. Debris covered the entire entrance.

(b) Antechamber. No damage was noted in the walls, roof, and floor slab of the ante-
chamber.

(c) Main Chamber. Hairline cracks were formed at the intersection of the roof slab and
the haunches along the rear and side walls of the main chamber. The intersection of the walls
located at points A, B. and C of Fig. 3.1 had continuous hairline cracks the full height of the
walls. Diagonal hairline cracks were formed at the four corners of the door opening located at
point D. Numerous transverse and longitudinal hairline cracks wert produced on the floor slab
of the main chamber. No cracks were present in the floor slab of the main chamber adjacent
to the main seal door.

The crack patterns for structure RAa are shown in Figs. 3.1 to 3.3. Appendix C contains
the postshot dynamic analysis of the roof slab of shelter RAa. The analysis indicates that only
minor cracking was expected under the applied blast load.

(J) Exit Chamber. As in the main chamber, diagonal cracks were formed at the four cor-
ners of the door opening located at point E, Fig. 3.1. No structural damage was evident in the
roof and floor slabs.

(e) Exit Tunnel and Shaft. The tunnel and shaft themselves had no visible cracks. There
was a '/,#- to '/1-in. lateral separation at the contraction joint between the exit tunnel and the
main structure. The tunnel was displaced I in. vertically upward at the opening from the main
structure. An area approximately 1 !t square had spalled in the tunnel roof slab adjacent to the
contraetion joint. Debris was strewn the full length of the tunnel and was piled 3 ft above the
tunnel floor directly under the exit hatch.

(f) Doors. All doors, with the exception of the horizontal emergency-exit hatch cover,
were undamaged by the alast. Th- grout pockets holding the door frame anchors were all
souAd except for 'he top pocket on the latch side of the large sealed door, which was cra.ked
around the edres of the grout pocket.

The ertergency-exit hatch cover was blown down into the exit tunnel and deposited opposite
the sr.all blast door. The exit hatch cover showed no other damage except straightening of the

hinge support straps. The releasing mechanism was also undamaged.

(g) Vrtdathow. The overpretsure flap valve was closed before the test and was found
closed after tie test. Thzre was no ougn of danage to the valve or hinge assembly or to the
manually operated exhaust valve inside the shelter.

Inspection showed the manually operated ventilator to be in good working condition, except
that some leakage was noted. On the "Zu'" (closed) setting, the flow-indicator phlg riF-s slowly
to the top of the graduated tubw when the handle is turned rapidly. However. it ts douuwfu if
leakag*e. in addittmin to h'Qt noted in SOcL 1.3,4. was caused by the blast.

The results of Mhe blast are shown in Figs. 3.4 to. 3.24

3.1.2 Rectangular Cowrete Shelter IStructurt RAb

(a) t.'! -a-..i•s. In the entrance facing G7 tfw separation of .he ramp "--m the iftertor
wall varied In size frta hairline near the tm- to 23 in. at the wiltc".- _,4 the ranit, The erte-
rkir wall and ramp slab tner.ertion had a similm r rra•c that varid from th.irlin, nrar the tup

tu 2 in at the taitom A transverso crack -,as loc.;oet a: th, o-i.-tourd p, --. u- the ranW Thve
tnterior ramp wall had a laminated teatkA l|olf'rd m. "'.w ru f At -A8,- :--Al laminated
areA was §.!rftWd at the ,nterseC1J*ol¶ 14 the i-Amt, d~ 11%t_% wall P16-t 13 .. oI irv.-s had -



cracks along their top edges. Aý 1/i,- to ','-in. vertical :rack was locatetd at a point midway up
the ramp. Spalling was evident along both edges of this crack. Two vertical 1/g- and '/,- to'/-n
cracks were located in the upper third of this wall. There were several 1/3-n cracks in the
wall. Numerous vertiCAI and diagonal ',/3- to '/,-in. cracks were present along the face of it-#.
exterior wall. A chipped section of the wall was located at the contraction Joint between the
ramp and landing. The top of the parapet located abov e the landing roof slab was deflected
3 in. into the bsckfill.

On the ramp side of the landing a l'4-in. crack was formed at the cenica line of the floor
slab. The crack ran to the center of The landing. A 3/--in. crack branched from this crack and
ran next to the Q-gauge mount, at which point it became a 1 -in, crack and continued to the fItrst
riser of the entrar~ce away from GZ. The intersection of the roof slab and the exterior wall
had a continuous 01'-in. crack along the entire length of the landing. The exterior wall had
several '/31- and %,-in. cracks located midway along the landing. There was also a l,.n
horizontal crack 31/l ft above the floor slab of the landing on the GZ end of the wail which ran
to the %2-in. vertical crack. Sections of these exterior wails at the cunt-action joint of the en-
trance facing GZ were chipped out by the blast.

Continuious separations were observed along the intersection of both walls and the stair in
the entranc.ý facing away from GZ. At the interior wall the crack varied from I in. at the bot-
tomn to 2 in. at the mid-height of the stairs and then decreased to 3/4 in. at the top. The exterior
wall separation was similar but varied in !!ize from '/, in. at the bottom to V/ in. at the mid-
height and back to 1/1 In. at the top of the stairs. The interior wall had a laminated section lo-
cated adjacent to the edge of the landing roof slab. The laminated area had a ',,n- n. horizontal
crack that ran toward the top of the stairs. The exterior wall had a vertical '/,,-in. crack lo-
cated above the sixth riser from the bo~tom of the stairs. Several t(4. and ',',I-in. cracks were
also presentt in this wall.

(b) Antechamber. The walls and roof were not dartafed. The floor slab had one hairline
to 'Vm-in. crack running fro"n the rear wall of the antechamber to a point located midway be-
tweon the main door openins.

(c) Maix Chamber. The section of main chamber adjacent to the gastight door had several
I 3-in. cracks in its floor slab. The roof and walls of this section received rx- structural dam-
age. The roof slab of the main room in the structure had diagonal hairline cracks that startc-d
at a strain-gauge block out at the center of the room and ran toward the four corners. A longi-
tudinal crack, hairline in width, was located aiorig the center line of the slab. Hairline cracks
were developed at the intersfction of the haunch and the roof slab along tht- rear and both side
walls of the room. Cracks were formed along the Inteviection of wails at points. A and B of
Fig. 3.25. Also, at the gastight door fpening, located at point C of Fig. 3.25. diagonal cracks
were formed leading out from the four corners of t-e door openin. Numerous transverse And
lonigitudiu4 cracks were produced In the floor slab, their sizes vyaryinqt ft-rom' to In

The crack patterra for structure RAb arfe shown in Figs. 3.25 to 3.27.

(d) Xvi! Ckaebrj,. The openting located at "min D o! FIXg -25 hAd dijguwial cra'kts irading
from Its four corners. No damage was okserved in ti ruio )r fl14r 'Ilabs.

(*) EvO Twonc twxd ŽiAhe,1. No rracking was P4nd %it Mnte vertical exit shAft ur the VVIt
tlMne*L. TMe cuntriatin IconI botween the ruwriency o-it tunnel And thc main Part of4 this ahvi -

ter was :.Von" 1 to , in., with spalting at the' of the tutirnl wmills And rý_of- stab. The re
was averil~cal dtslocatt,,s bvt wegn -w- wnnel 1roi shelter, the tunnel being '~in- ftigt'er

,V: foors. The vtnly dyort *howtng any dam*4e wax the vmvrgeni-y -vist hatch covveT A* tn

structure RAa. the t'erA steel lunge strap. again avr* strxightened fout Andt a~l~wed the hatch

ccwor to be pwbe' Into 11w' 7?Mv1n1rgny -0milt tnW~l. The hett-h rover was dcp~itVd on. the t:1<3"r

c4 the exit tvinnol at thw efv o; the pit Aint v-2, Wnri-d- u-r4;r 3 It --1 eItra Th- "ach 4wrrattrtg
mech~arosn and the h~atrc frame were und~amag~ed

The Ortout uncler tW frame of 'he Mawr 1,i4st do.Ir wits bl wn- itrg the V1.tVrftA-.*r 11- ýý
orerpressure. Ws this 4týýr i-A the rna&-'inr- blast dotv'r andt tW' CZaSfigh d.'rs Were 1iC-i
w~rhi'ig order.
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(g) Ventilation. The ventilation system was in working condition and had the same set-

tings after the test as before. That ir, the overpressure flap valve was closed and was working
easily, the manually operated exhaust valve was open I cm, and the ventilator was on "Auf"
(open). As in structure RAa, there again was some small leakage in the mechanically operated
ventilator when it was set on "Zu" (closed) and turned rapidly. The cast-iron flange of the
ventilator assembly, which bolts to the projecting intake pipe from the sand filter, was broken
at the time of initial assembly and not during the test.

The blast damage incurred by structure RAb is shown in Figs. 3.28 to 3.32.

3.1.3 Rectangular Concrete Shelter (Structure RAc)

(a) Entranceways. The entrance facing GZ had cracks formed along the intersection of
the ramp siab and both walls. The separation of the interior wall from the slab varied from
hairline at the ground surface to % in. at the bottom of the ramp. The exterior wall and slab
separation varied from '/3: in. at the surqtce to '/3 in. at the bottom. The interior wall devel-
oped two '/32-in. cracks at its mid-height. These cracks were located near the lower portion of
the ramp. The %all at the construction joint deflected into the backfill %/ in. at its base and
2'! in. at the top of the parapet. There were no cracks in the exterior wall, but at the contrac-
tion joint the wall deflected into the backfill zero inches at its base and 11/l in. at the top of the
parapet. The top of the parapet located above the landing roof slab was pushed I 02 in. into the
bacitiil.

The roof slab over the landing had a %/8-in. continuous crack along its intersection with the
exterior wall. A I/Ig-in. crack 'developed; it started at the edge of the roof slab on the opposite
side of the landing from GZ, continued along the center line of the slab for three-quarters of its
length, then turned diagonally toward the exterior wall. The interior wall of the landing had a
vertical !/32-in. crack running its full height. The crack was located at the center of the landing.

Both walls in the entrance away from GZ separated from the stairs at their intersection.
The crack along the stairs and the interior wall varied from 1/4 in. at the bottom tread to '/4 in.
't the mid-heigLt of the stairs and to 1' I in. at the top riser. The exrterior wall and stair sepa-
ration varied from hairline at the bottom to %/ in. at mid-height and to '1 in. at the top riser.
The interior wall had a laminated area located at the intersection of the wall and the roof slab.
The top of the laminated area was bounded by a 1/3,-in. crack. Several additional '/,,-in. cracks
and one '/,,-in. crack were located near the laminated section. The extzrior wall had three
'/32-in. cracks ind one '/, -In. crack located near the contraction joint in the upper hal of the
wall.

(b) Ant¢echamber. The walls, roof, and floor slab received no structural damage from the
olast.

(e) Main Chamber. One longitudinial hairline crack started at the center of the chamber
ro.of slab and ran to the interior corner of the antechamber. There were several diagonal
cracks branching off thir ',)ngttudinal crack. Diagonal cracks, starting at the center of the
chamber, ran tf. ward the two rear corners of the room. There were hairline to /,-ILn. longi-
tudinal cracks prtxluciid in the Ii,- slab. The center portion of the slab could not be investl-
gated owing to the presencev of the Ensolite tost equipment. Cracks were formed at tfl inter-
seeC ,on of th.V wal13 2s located by points A. B. and C of rt;. 3.33. DiagOns] cracks were
present at tl.e Lcur corners of the door opening at the rear of the chamber, point a

The cr*.k %attoer- for structure RAc are shown In Figs. 3.33 to 3.35.

(d • ,Eit ( &hAv%, -No cracking s evident In the rool and floor slahe. Cracks were
formed at the four co'ners of the ,4•ewnng in the wall at point E, Filg. 3.33.

(e x it* timmi.d tied a .*,. The tuhnei and shaft themselves had -o visible cracks. At the

cortradlon joint betwen the main structure and the twvwl. a 1 In. lateral displacement oc-
curred. The tunnel floor was dtb,*lacod vert.cally 3, in. Above the floor ol the main structure.
Debrts was piled 2'3 ft above the fi.;r of the tunpnl below the e*t oshft. Sa4 baos that were
ued to reinforce the sloped ground surfiice at the extirior end of the shaft were Sound broken

,•-pen %nd hancIng from the cl•i-Nng rungs in tte Swaft.
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(f) Doors. All doors, with the exception of the horizontal exit-shaft hatch cover, were ur-
damaged by the blast. The hatch cover was found at the edge of the pit below the shaft. It had
been completely covered with debris. The anchor straps for the hatch cover had been straight-
ened out by the force of the cover being pushed away from it.

The grout pockets for holding the doors were found upon inspectionr to be sound, but the
grout under the main blast-door frame was blown Into the antechamber by the pressure wave.

(g) Ventilation. The overpressurenfap valve was closed before the test and remained
closed after the test. There was no sign of damage to the va'lve or hinge assembly or to the
manualiy operated exhaust valve inside the shelter.

Inspection showed the manually operated ventilator to be in good working condition except
that some leakage was noted on the " Zu" (closed) setting. The flow-indicator plug rises slowly
to the top of the graduated tube when the handle is turned rapidly. However, it is doubtful if
leakage in addition to that noted in Sec. 1.3.4, was caused by the blast.

The results produced by the blast loading are as shown in Figs. 3.38 to 3.53.

3.1.4 Rectangular Concrete Shelter (Structure RAd)

(a) Entrancenays. In the entrance facing GZ there was a separation of the interior wall
from the ramp slab varyt ng from 1/3 in. near the top of t' - entrazce to 1 /16 in. at the bottom.
The exterior wall was also separated from the ramp .he te of th'e cracks varying from ',/I in.
at the top to '/ in. at the bottom of the ramp. Tý'-,re was a chipped-out section of the In~terior
wall located at its intersection with the cdge A the roof alat jver the landing. The deflection
of the wall into the backfill at the contract~ion~ ioint varied from - .ro inches at the ramp to

/#i. at the bottom of the roof slab. The exterior wall had a ',,-in. vertical crack located
near the upper end of the ramp.

A 'xil-in. crack was priýRenf along the inters,-,tion ot the exterior wall and the roof slab of
the landing.

The separation of the stalr.,ý in the evitrAnce away from GZ from the interior wall varied
from hairline at the boV,.;Tr ritber to ý, in. at the top of the stairs. The exterior wall separation
varied from '/I in. at !he buttom to ý/ in at he midd-height and back to '/ in. at the top of the
stairs. The interior wall hadi A 1 32in. diagu~nal crack running from the intersection of the edge
of the roof and the wall to at point located -At the top of the seventh riser from the bottom of the
stairs. No deflection of this wall intt.- the backfill was apparent. The exterior wall deflection at
the contraction joint varied !rum i~ero inclt es at the bottom to 'ý in. at the underside of the roof
slab.

The crack patterns for structure lcAd are shown in Figs. 3.54 to 3.56.
(b) .4atttfortlw'n. No damage to the ra~ls, roof, or floor slabs was apparent in the ante-

chamber.

Wc hMai Chcambvp. The rnx... chamber received no structurAl damage from the t'iaht.

Wd IEitt Chambt't. The wall&. roof, a" floor slab of the exi' chi~niber appeared to be in

the samen condition before and after the test.

(e k vt T,.urtr and Shaft. No cracks wrre evident in the shaft ur tunnel. The contraction
"Jont bewtwen the main of ructure ard the exi! tun.wl had a lateral separAtion of about 1 ,In. No
vertical movement was apparetf at this Joint- One of the climbing rurgs in the *XIt shaft was
deformed. Sand and debris filled the pit at the bottom of the shaft to r, *epth of Approximately
9 in.

kf) [Dcuix . The unly &k-or showing any dasnago was the emertrency-txl' hatch cover. The*
t~-:stevl hinge strAps wore straightened ott. allowing the cover to bW pushed into the emrns-

tiiry-*xit tunnel,.P Theatch-cperating mechanism and the hatch fr-Ame were undamaged.

gAt ir'tbjeithq. The overpressure flap vailve was cloood before the test and remaitted
cloisvd afnor the test. Th-ý_- was no sign ;A danaqe to tOw valve or hinge assenrily or t - the
manually o~wrsted exh~auO valve insaide the sheltor



Inspection showed the manually operated ventilator to be in good working condition, except

that some leakage was noted on the "Zu" (closed) setting. The flow-indicator plug rises slowly

to the top of the graduated tube when the handle is turned rapidly. However, it is doubt'u; if

leakage, in addition to that noted in Sec. 1.3.4, was caused by tne blast.

The results produced by the blast loading are shown in Fig. 3.57.

3.1.5 Circular Concrete Shelter (Structure CAa)

(a)En•a.ncria. The single entranceway, which faced away from GZ, had a ' 3 2-in. crack
down the center line nf the sloping roof slab over the stairs. This crack started at the free ead
of the roof slab and continued past the contracticn jciii ýo IV/2 it past the crown of the cylindri-
cal section.

A 1/32- to 1,i-in. crack ran along the center line of the stairs from the fifth riser from the
top to the contraction joint at the sixth riser from th•e bottom. Another 1/32-in. crack ran from
the fifth tread from the bottom to the floor of the landing along the intersection of the exterior
wall and the stairs. At the intersecticn of the exterior wall and the stairs, there was a /4-in.
crack that started at the eighth riser from the top and ran to the top riser. It continued diag-
onally from the intersection of the exterior wall. and the top tread as a 1/v-in. crack acrcss the
horizontal portion of the wall. A similar 1,32-in. crack startc- at the other end of the top tread
a-d ran diagonally across the top of the interior retaining wall to its outside face.

At the bottom of the vertical contraction joint in the retaining walls, there was a 's-in.
separation of the exterior walls and a ,4-:n. separation of the interior. The joints were closed
-it the top. Differential vertical movement waG apparent. The portion of the sloping roof slab
above the contraction joint was 3,'r-in. lower than the corresponding section toward the cylinder.

The corner formed by the sloping roof slab and the interior wall from the contraction joint
to top of slope had A hairline criack. This crack extended up to the top of the parapet nortion of

the sloping roof slab At its intersection with the laterior wail and raA diaiorir toward the
cylinder to the edge of the wall. This diagonal crack was .,, in. wide.

The floor slab of the landing had a 1/3- to 1 t,-in. crack perpendicular to the plane of the
door across the entire width. A similar hairline crack w~sh present near the crown of the roof
slab.

There was also a vertical hairline crack I ft from, ind perall-l to. the Unstairs siWe of the
main blast door. This crack started at the top recess on the far side of the d&or frame frons
GZ and continued to the floor. The grout in this anchor pocket was loosened.

The crack patterns for structure CA& are shown in Figs. 3.58 to 3.60

(b) Anre•thtiecr. The only visible damage in the cIta.-r.-be, w-"en t' , I•'l e bl.it do.,r
and large Castight doors was a continuation of the longitudinal c.racks along the cente," line of
the floor sla., and crown. In this chamber the cr,•ck it ihe floor slau *As 13, in. wide and the

crack in the crowri was hairline.

(c) M.spi (Aai'eNr. In the main chamber the crack in .he floor slab, wtich began at the

end of the cylinder, continued as a 1 .- tn. longttud•nal .-rAk down the -ente: line oi the floor

ior prictically the full lng.th of the cylinder Appruximately 5 ft fromn the esit end of t•4.#

k yiindcr, this crack bhcame i, an. wide. nherr was also a similar, but narrower, crack in the

crown ol the rfo slab for the entirv length of the main chamber,

The wall of the cylinder away from GZ had three cracks, hairline in width. starting at the

intersection of the cylinder with the floor slab and rvnnitg up it- a ponr biout 30 f from the
ci ownon the side away from GZ. These cracks wre, Wpr•zximatey at the center nd :.Ua-er

,^ints ol ihe 'et4'i f th.t• uist.1fe1.-d w-ail. Tma 6-:n. -lungYoerlical 1airline cracks were also

fI-U.d in 'he wall facine CtZ aruAsd Ih -ndde diameter at the center (A "an *I the "4&il

(d) L-0 .wwvr,. so da"#m to the walls. f(oor slab. c: cylinder was noted in this
r"1an-iorr.

;#i ftit Vate. At the tersection o4 the 'ertiral exit -.~ai with .he cylinder. i a:" to

,-in. hontontal crack a run around the shaft. excre -i (he end wall. About I -n. aboyr this
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intersection, there was a 1/64-in. crack on the wall facing GZ. On the walls toward and away
from GZ, at about their mid-height, another fine crack was noted.

The hatch cover was deposited on the top of the sand in the filter chamber. rhe top climb-
ing rung was bent down by the hatch cover. No other damage was noted.

(f) Doors. With the exception of the emergency-cxit hatch cover, all doors were in place
and in good operating condition. The hardened grout under the bottom angles of the door Iframe
of the main blast door was blown in by the overpressure. This debris dented the large seal
door where it hit. The sheet-metal skin of the door vas unbroken.

As in structure RAa, the hinge straps for the emergency-exit hatch cover were again bent
straight, and the cover was blown in and deposited As noted above. There was no damage to the
door operating mechanism.

ig) V'cnhlation. After the test the overpressure flap vali•e was found jammed in an open
position with no signs of structural damage. The manually oper.,ted exhaust valve was in its
presho, condition and, as in the other structures, the ventilator ivas ict on "Auf" (open) and
working with some leakage when set on "Zu" (closed) and turned rapidly.

The damage that resulted from the blast wave is shown in Figs. 3.61 to 3.72.

3.1.6 Circular Concrete Shelter (Structure CAb)

(a) Entrancenaiv. There was a ' 32-in. crack along the sloped portion of the entrance roof
slab. This crack started at the upper end of tlhe slab and continued to a point located at the
contraction joint above the sixth riser from the bottom of the stairs. A ý,,-in. crack started at
the contraction joint and ran down the lower portion of the slab. The crack branched out into
two separate ,64-in. cracks above the landing. A separation was present along the entire length
of the intersection of the entrance roof slab and exterior wall: it varied from hairline to t, 4 in.
in width. There was approximately ',, in. of lateral movement of the entrance away from the
structure at the contraction joint. There was a ' 2-in. spalled area on each side of the con-
traction joint along the roof slab. The stairs had a crack located alor4e their center line rang-
ing in size from 1,4 in. at the seventh riser from the top to 1 , in. at the contraction joint. The
interior wall was separated from the stairs by A crack that started at the top riser as 11 in.
wide and decreased to hairline in nature at the contraction joint. The separation of the exte-
rior wall from the stairs started at the top riser as a - crack and continued down to the
eleventh riser from the top. where it was hairline in. :i?-.

The exterior wall had two ',,in. cracks that were perpendicular to the plane of the stairs
and were located above the eighth and ninth risers from the top. Several similar cracks were
located tn the interior wall opposite the above-described cracks.

The ceiling and floor slab of the landing had longitudinal crirks that ran front the exte-
rior wall to points located above And below the center line of the blast dio)r, respectively. The
sizes of the floor and rool slab cracks were hairline and t. in. in width, respectively.

the crack patterns for structure CAb are shown in Figs. 373 to 3.75.

(b) AsI-c'kam•b-i. The cracks in the floor and crown thAt were present In tme landing al,,o
continued into the antechambrt with their same 'widths No transverse separations were evi-
dent in this section of the structure.

(cý Main tCe'nhb-. . At the center line of the tlair slab In the main cha.Mtwr, ':-In

l|&4itudin4l crack sitrted at the large iastight d&nr And runtinued to thr rtear wall ,,f th- st•rt

ture (his cr-Arit decreased to •4 in. in width In thir rw-4r prtwt of the rom The crAcks ii.
the tar.•4 and a.-trz"hrmtwr are brlitv-d -,• L- A coirimatan 4f this eparrAtion, Serveral •.-.,
trns%.ersv cracks wvrv produuced irn thr floor slab Thv crown of thV struturw had 4t,'k
3imllar to that found In the floor exc"t for thL ass,. wtLch is Nairline,

The wall of the cylinder away fnrm G7 h.-! three hairline crack.s Thesw cracks started at
the Irterse'tion of th# cyli,-dr and trw fl.r slab and ran VP to a pr4nt about 3%) dci froIm the

caIwn Io. the sidr away ffn,m G 7

(d P it t auwAhri. %ki -U4acp to thr wails. flooir .'lati or rylindrr wras n-ted in this
rharmbwr
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(e) Exit Shaft. The below-ground portion of the shaft was undamaged. That part of the
shaft which extends above the surface had horizontal I/,I-in. cracks on the four faces of the
walls located 8 in. below the top of the shaft. The concrete around the hatch cover frame was
badly spalled.

The hatth ccver was deposited on the floor at the bottom of the pit below the shaft. The
sand at the rear of the filter was scooped out to a depth of approximately I ft and deposited on
the floor.

(f) Doors. With the exception of the emergency-exit hatch cover, all doors were in place
and in good operatig condtion. The hinge straps for the emergency -exit hatch cover were
again bent straight, and the cover was blown in and depcixted as noted. There was no damage to
the door operitfi mechanism. Again, the grout under the main blast door frame had been blown
into the antechamber. However, as for structure CAa, the door was dented, but the sheet-metaw
face was not torn.

(g) VentilatioR. The overpressure flap valve was found in an open position after the test.
The manually operated exhaust valve was removed so that tWe exhaust pipe for the generator
could pass through the duct for the valve.

The results of the blast are shown in FIgs. 3.76 to 3.81.

3.1.7 Rectangular Concrete Shelter (Structure RCa)

(a) Entranca¢,ays. There was no physical damage to the ramp slab and only minor dam-
age to the interior and exterior retaining walls facing GZ. Several ', 4 -in. and hairline cracks
approximately 6 to 9 in. long were noted on the retaining walls. The contraction joints in the
walls located at the bottom of the ramp were opened t/31 to %, in., with '/I to 1,4 in. of spalling
on the interior wall joint. At the top of the parapet wall by this joint, a piece 9 by 4 by 3 in.
deep was chipped out of the top of the parapet wal, and in the ramp slab a crack of from i', to
',/, in. was present. At the intersection of the exterior ramp wall and the ramp slab there was
a hairline crack extending approximately three-quarters of the way up the ramp.

A '/,,-in. separation along the entire length of the contraction joint, located between the
parapet wall above the main structure roof slab adjacent to the landing, was observed.

The contraction joint between the stairs and landing walls away from GZ was opened 3/3, in.
at the bottom and zero at the top. At the intersection of the stairs and the interior and exterior
retaining walls a hairline crack was opened the entire length of the stairs. As in the entrance
facing GZ, 6- to 9-in.-long cracks ranging from '/*, in. to hairline were found starting at the
upper edge of both walls. SpAlling of '/ to '/i in. on each side was also noted at the contraction
joint between the shelter and interior stair retaining wall.

The parapet wall and the interior ramp retaining wall appeared to have been displaced
! in. inward at their respectve intersections with the main structure.

The crack patterns for structure RCa are shown in Figs. 3.82 t 3.84.

(b) Ax.tcckambr. There was no damage to the walls of the antechamber, except that at
the corners formed by the various walls perpendicular to one another (points '. &. and C.
FIg. 3.12) there were veticcal hairine crack# the entire length of the intersection.

The floor slab had a '),-in. diagonal crack from the Insi•e coraer nair*st GZ to the center
of the chamber. This crack continued perpetnicular ta the plane of the door. terminating at the
center line of the main blast dxor. Twrw other '),-in.--wid cracks, approximately 6 in lonw.
ran parallel to the rear wall

On the roof slab there was a 1,4-in. longitudinal crack run."in from appruximately the
center line o4 the blast door to the rear wa•l. This crack ran thrrAMh the lintel beam wrer the
main blast door and eutended up the xteritr face oif the frunt wall ti the contraction ;utint
Hairline cracks at the interse'tion of the -'xi •l.a.j with all wail were noted,

(c•• #,; ('Aw•eu•,. agaonal cracks -' rtna At. the center 4 the rciv slab and ex••nd4ing
s twrarN the fiur rornters wvrr .iberrod .'J their origin theso cracks were 16.. in., they be,

came hairline in with at 6 in to 3 f% away fromn their starting pint The interafrtion o the
haunch away from GZ and the rwf slab had a hairline crack that continued arn-,r the rar
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wall of the main chamber at the roof slab. All interior joints between the walls had vertical
h.'.l rlne c.acks the full he ight of the wall, as shown by points D, E, AMd F, Fig. 3.82.

In the floor slab %/2-in. diagonal cracks, similar to those in the roof slab, were formed.
Random longitudinal and transverse cracks, parallel to the front wall and the two walls per-
pendicular to the blast line, were also noted.

Located at the opening leading to the exit chamber, I/li-in. diagonal cracks were formed at
the corners of the opening nearest GZ; at the other two corners there were hairline diagonal
cracks. No other cracking of the walls was noted.

(d) Exit Chamber. Diagonal '/"-in. cracks, located at the four corners of the opening be-
tween the exit chamber and tunnel, were formed.

(e) Exit Tunels, and Shaft. The contraction joint between the emergency exit tunnel and the
main structure was opened '/i in. Approximately 9 in. from the top of the joint on the side
away from GZ. a '/"-in. crack started In the wall of the main structure and continued up to the
roof slab at a 45 deg. angle. There was no apparent vertical displacement between the sections
on either side of the joint.

(f) Doors. All doors, including the emergency-exit hatch cover, were in good operating
condition.

(g) Ventilation. The overpressure flap valve was found in an open position after the test.
'Me mechanical ventilator worked on "Auf" (open), buat some leakage was noted on "Zu"
(closed).

The blast damage produced in structure RCa is shown in Figs. 3.85 to 3.91.

3.'.8 Rectangular Concrete Shelter (Structure RCb)

(a) Extranceitays, The ramp slab and its intersections with the interior and exterior re-
taining wails showed no evidence of cracking. it each wall there were two cracks from 1/6 in.
to hairline in witdh, starting At the !-_ of the wall and running vertically downward for 6 to 9
in. The contraction joints in the walls located at the bottom of the ramp were opened 1/3l to

in.
Along the entire length of the contraction joint located between the parapet wall above the

main structure and the roof slab there was a separation of from ",#4 in. to hairline. Al the
upper corner (away from GZ) of the grouted door anchorage recess, there was a hairline crack
that ran diagonally up the face of the wall to the above contraction joint. The grout in the an-
chor recess was loose and could be moved slightly.

The contraction Joint between the star* and the landing retaining walls away from GZ
was opened 'J, to *4, in. There were too cracks at the intersection of the stairs with either
the Interior or exterior Wretl ng walls. In the interior stair retaining wall there were fire
vertical hairline cracks some 6 to 9 In. long. These cracks started at the tap of the wall above
the fifth, seventh. tenth, thirteenth, and fifteenth treads from the bottom of the stairs. In the
exterior ramp retataking wall there were three 14 4 -in. to hairline cracks starting at the top of
the wall above the sixth, eighith, and tenth treads.

The crack patterns for structure RCb are shown in Figs. 3.92 to 3.94.

(b) An,~rchaw&,. The rear wall If the antechamber had a vertical haur~liiw crack from
the rvot to tMe floor slab. This crack w%& located about one-tkird the distanct from the Wall
nearest CGZ to the main chamber and is indicated by puint C. Fig- 3.92. Parallel to this crack.
And about 6 in. farther from GZ. was anoteher S-in. -long hairline cracek ontendi~n down from
the rnof slab- At the corners formed by the wall nearest G? and the two adjoining walls (Poiints
A and 11, Fig 3 $21. ver-tical hairline crackts the entire length of the corner were kw.PW.

There were no cracks in the flocr slsb.
On the roof s~lab the only crack to he seen w-as a hsilrlirr crack whichi started at the comter

line o4 the litrz.l beam over the blast door, ran ip to the r~xt slab and rpetinuod aruftnd at the
sntrrsec-ti~m of the rtx4 stab 4t4 -aria**t walls to the main raMibe,

.c I~ %14m1aa on .hv rtxw- slab there were twto trinsrerva hairliin cracks The first
crack ,'rigtnate'd at the rentef 4f the sum"e- povint X-7, and ran abr*A 3 It ti'w~ard the wall near-
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est GZ. There it split, one branch continuing transverse to about 6 in. from the top of the
haunch and the other branch running on a diagonal toward the rear of the structure to the top
of the haunch. On the side of the survey point away fron GCY, the crack continued to the top of
the haunch and down the haunch to the top of the wall. A I.,,V up. the haunch the crack had
two additional branches that ran diagonally down the haunch to the top of the wall.

The second transverse crack was parallel to the main branch of the above-described
crack but 1,2 ft nearer the front wall of the structure. It ran from the bottom of the haunch
on the vide away from GZ to about 112 ft away from the top of the haunch on the opposite wall;
there it split, with both branches running diagonally to the top of the haunch nearest the en-
trance to the antechamber. Another diagonal crack branched from the main transverse stem
And ran toward the corner formed by the front wall And the wall away from GZ. It stopped at
the top of the haunch and continued along the intersectioi of the top of 'he haunch and roof slab
to the rear corner. Another crack ran along the intersection of the roof slab and the rear wall.

A longitudinal crack, perpendicular to, and originating at, the center of the forward trans-
verse crack, ran to the front wall of the structure. There it intersected a crack along the cor-
ner formed by the front wall and the roof slab. At all interior corners in the main chamber
there were vertical cracks running the full height of the wall (points D, E. and F, Fig. 3.92).
These cracks, as well as all others in the roof slab, were hairline in width.

In the floor slab there were random transverse longitudinal and diagonal cracks. A longi-
tudinal ',,-in. crack started at approximately the center point of the floor and terminated about
3 ft away from the rear wall. Perpendicular to this crack at its origin was a 4-in. transverse
cra,-k. which ran to the base of the wall toward GZ. It extended about I ft past the longitudinal
crack toward the wall away from GZ. A n4-in. longitudinal crack 2i4 ft long ran parallel to,
and about 1 ft away from, the wall nearest GZ at the entrance end of the wall.

Parallel to the wall away from GZ, at about its center, there were three ',-in. -wide
cracks about 2 (t long. There were a number of ',,-in diagonal cracks which ran toward the
corner formed by the wall away from GZ and the rear wall at a point about 4 ft out from either
wall.

Near the corner formed by the front wall and the wall away from GZ there was a I •-in.
crack parallel to tOl front wall. From this transverse crack there were two s.ort longitudinal
cracks which branchtal off perpendicular and ran toward the front wall.

(d) Exit Chaipihrr. Diagonal cracks were formed at the corners of all the openings in the
wall. No structural damage was observed in ho roof and floor slab of the u'4t chamber.

(e) f. ut Twnr't cud .shaft. The contr.Actioti joint between the eni rgernc y-exit tunnel and
the main structure had a hairline crack contin~ouus around the walls, roof, and floor slab.
There w-as no apparent vertical mavement of thv joint.

il, Dix, %. All doors, including the emergency-exit hatch cover, were in good ,,perating

1g, Vn.,tath,,w. The overpressure flap valve wAs found in 4n open position after the test.
The menthaniral ventilator worked on "AuC' toj'nI. bi ! s.nW e le*4Aka" was noted in

Thr tWist results are showm in FIgs 3.95 !.'. 3 .

3 1 1 I rct roular Concrrte Shelter •.'ru,-turv RCcr

4 P.41es,1, 4-Q611 S. Crack* were nm-t f..rined iv thr ramp slab ,r at its intcrur'.-~ta~tos with
rithrr wall in thc er,,ranwr fac-ing GZ The ititerirr rAmp wall had twvri, vrti.tal Itn c racks

start1.( At thr toip of the wall and rarvu% 4nrptpximatrly I ft toward the ranW Thvy wer -
"-atr, mr-d war w? the- •,-.d p-rti', A tZtw r -tra'ure %' crarks w-,rr a4pparent in the ea;.rior

a411 Th"r vntrartt,• .,irts .At the i•,'t -rn 4L thw ramnp wvre V-rn ajppr,'tiniaitLal L ifn

thra.--ant Ai've the "; slab nrum.a-: the Full Ir-rtth -if Ohe lamndin wa mcparatied. -.arorng
in Sit" t£r.n, hairitn- at ther vntrarae away fr,,m .7 t, .. in ilyic the b4ast cfa,r

Ck.*" -rrical c'rack was preserr &: the interi., r stair wall facing away fr%,m G7 The c,"-

!rarts,-, joAmnts at the ts•1-tm -f thr stairs werre '9w •r In
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The crack patterns for structure RCc are shown in Figs. 3.99 to 3.101.

(b)Ant-cchahifct. No cracks were apparent in the walls, roof, or floor slab) of the ante-
chamber.

(c) Aain Chaenhvr. The roof slab had hairline cracks along its intersection with the
haunch on both longitudinal walls. The rear wall and rxof slab intersection had a ',-xn. sepa-
ration on the GZ half of the structure. Both rear corners of the main chamber had vertical
hairline cracks the full height of the wall. as indicated by points A and B, Fig. 3.99. Numerous
longitudinal 1',-in. cracks were lOcated in the floor slab near the wall facing GZ. There were
several additional 1r'4-in. cracks at the center of the Iioor slab).

(d) Exit hipthv.,. As in the case of structures RCa and RCb. short diagonal hairline
cracks were formed at the corners of the openings in the walls. Nv damage could be observed
in the rof and floor slab.

(e) Evit Tutapil and Shaft. A hairline crack was formed around the contraction joint be-
tween the main structure and the tunnel. No vertical movement was observed in the tunnel.

Mf) Doors. All doors, including the emergency-exit hatch cover, were in operating condi-
tion after the test.

(g) Vc'nttlation. The overpressure flap valve was found in a closed position after the test.
The mechanical ventilation worked on "Auf" (open). but some leakage was observed in the "Zu"
(closed) position.

3.2 INSTRUMENTATION TEST RESULTS

3.2.1 U. S. Pressure Instrumentation

The peak results of the pressure instrumentation provided by the FCDA and evaluated by
members of Project 30.5c, are shown in Tables 3 1 to 3.4 The pressure-time curves for the
instrumentation provided in the structures arc shown in Figs. 3. A32 to 3.105.

The results of the peak measurements o! th• blast-line pressure inst rumentation located
between structure RAa and 2667 yd from GZ are tabulated in Tables 3.5 and 3.6 and are shown
in Fig. 1.4. In addition to the tabulated peak-pressure data as ind.Iated above, the pressure-
distance curves for peak side-on and corrected c/ynamic presures that resulted alorog the
blast line are given in Fig. 3.106. The pressure-time curves for the self-recording dynamic
pressuiv gauges located at 500, 863, 981, and 1135 yd front GZ are Indi-ated it! Fig. 3.107.
Thp definitions of the ordinate symbols for Figs. 3. 105 •nd 3. 107T are as follows:

.%p*' t.Aal head pressure as measured
.1p' side-on pressure as measured
q*' dynsamic pressurt as measured

q* dynamic pressure (currecte4
M" Mach number

Figure 3. 10 indicates the pressure -time curvvs for the electronic incident air -pressure
iWianckiw Cauaes that were I,.ated at 290, 300, 335. a 392 yd trt-m GZ and the se*-rc.r#•snC
incident -pressure g•AuVs at 290. 300. and 392 yd from G1 The aver~t pressure at the par-
ticular diotance frrn G7 is A% noted on the curve Prrssurr-tim curuent fur thli sol! -rrorditn
incicniet-pressure Caugres latri at d5staj-.,s 6f3.00, 563. 981. 1135. 1292. 1355. 144W3, 1193.
2lW3. and 2*6, rd frxm GZ Are given it, Fig 3 109

The preasurv results .4.junod from the •rst arr n're fully dvftqlni bty Project 30 S,. re-
port *T-1536

3 2 2 (Grnmwa Pressure In,~rudrtataw,•

The rvW't% -,f !.c pr,•saurv zvw.%*•rvrn0L ,--a.nd from th, flive Grmar ga,," i-ratved
",&ar th blast ItM, arr ,4mm.ari;e'd in Table 3 T. A full descripto•, 4 the r"4lt. -,f th•e in-

1'$
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struwents is given by Project 30.5c in reporl WT-1536. Figures 3.110 to 3.116 show the con-
dition of these gauges after recovery fronm ,heir field locations.

3.2.3 Structural Response

The blast results of the structural-response equipment, as given in Table 2.1, are as indi-
cated in Tables 3.8 to 3.10. No reliable data were obtained from the deflection gauges. Owing
to the small magnitude of the deflections, the gauges themselves produced targe errors. Fig-
ures 3.17 and 3.118 show the strain-time and acceleration-time curves, respectively, for the
gauges within structures RAb and CAa. The complete results of the deflection, acceleration,
and SR-4 strain gauges are given by Project 30.5c, report WT-1536.

3.2.4 Radiation In~trumentation

The results of the gamma film dosimeters are given in Figs. 3.119 to 3.121. The values
of the radiation dosages as given in these figures are average values of several dosimeters
located near the indicated values. These values indicate the total gamma-radiation dosage ac-
cumulated over an approximate 52-hr period, The total dose-distance curve for the gamma
fum dosimeters located along the blast line is given in Fig. 3.122. Table 3.11 indicates the
results obtained by Project 39.1 from gamma-radiation chemical dosimeters placed along the
blast line.

Three of the four sulfur and gold detectors placed in the German structures (Fig. 2.13)
gave reliable results. In structure ,tAc, detector No. 170 gave readings of 3.362 k 10W and
2.317 ;l I01ý for the sulfur and gold-cadnmum difference, respectively. In the exit chamber of
the same structure detector No. 171 gave readings of 1. 103 x 10' and 7.421 - 1010. Of the two
detectors placed in structure CAb only No. 173 was recovered. The readings obtained from
this detector were 2.295 x 10e and 7.147 x 10". All readings are given in neutrons pcr square
centimeter.

The results are fully defined by Projects 39.1. 39.la, and 39.9 in reports WT-1500, WT-
1466, and WT-1509, respectively.

3.3 GROUND SHOCK SPECTRA

Peak-displacemenr responses to shock of single-degree-of-f reedom systems (reed
gauges) of various natural frequencies are presented in Table 3.12 for shots Smoky, Whitney,
Galileo, Charleston, and Sokes As this table indicates, peak displacement of reed gavges of
knownl frequencies was recorded near !he surface in the free-field and in a shelter (structure
RAc .

These records show that the ho.-1)-' -l i rAdial; measurements are generally less than
one-half the vvrtiecl measurements Tllv horizontatl dtsplac.ements recurded in the shelter are
approximately the same a thow for !.,e free-field gauges adjacent to the structure. However.
the vertical displacemenrn i tm the satelter were considerAbly less than the frv*-feld measure-
ments, indicating attenuations in the vertical darectu,-tt. I. ll 41rar !hgh arcelerMaios are
assoia$ed with MC% freqwnl'o. and h10h dispiac9nierts ,ve a4ssociated with low frequwotes

friguros 3.123 and 3.124 are pit of irrtiral (fig. 3.123, and horimonal fig. 3.124) dis-
placements vs. |reqteyr,- recorded at shats Smoky, Whitnre An4d Galtlev vOr near -urtare
frye-field values and values recorded ini~d the *helter during so.t Smoky This pltA &ndU¢CitV
that the data follw a cronistent pAttern.

3 4 ACCiELIMATIDN TE3T

The* results Wf the acrelerotion trot, orl't'*.mtest evirt.-twnt. vftich are tfwsatrw~d to in
rvetigatv the tU'raA*Wsl5m ,l %tr-,ctura arcltoraort - Kwks. inlicated that 4,-rcleratiov

was reduced Ow a fact"¢ of 3
The peak acceteraita wi and vctisov 'raiv.ut" a- Tt- 1 i- it~-'te J 125 in

dcci.. the scrceirsti.Te-tinsw amddlcn~~tie- -zeAt-_' - i -et



3.5 BIOLO)GICAL TEST RESULTS

3.5.1 Environmental Test of Mdice

(a) Gene ral. The mice woet recovered from the seveat structures two days after the teok.
Upon recovery and examination of the mice, If death had occurred, the body and spleen

-eights were reaorded, and the entire organism was fixed in buffered formalin. Average
weights of the surviving animals for each location rere taken daily by getting the total weiftl
for each group and dividing by the number in the group.

(b) Mortality. The immediate mortality of the mice was ccefined to structure CAb. All
the mice were found deed upon recovery. The cawse of death was attributed to carbon monoxide
poisoning produced by the gasoline generator that operated the air sanpler. The cause of
death was determined by a pathologist.

The ocation, number, time of recovery after the test, and time of death af the mice that
died between their recovery and 20 days after the test are given In Table 3.14. The table also
Includes the 20 mice of structure CAbi.

3.5.2 Duast -accumulation Test

(a) General. The experimental sticky-paper trays were recovered from fth structures
two days after the test. Table 3.15 indicates the type of collector and the times of exposure
and recovery.

(b) Paired Sticky -paper Collectors (Type B). After recovery of the type B co;lectors, the
transparent paper was stripped from the trays. At this time they were insapected and photo-
graphed.

Inspection and photographing (9 the samples revealed a definite variation In asoz and
number of gross particles captured during the test in relation to the location from GZ of the
various structures of the R.A type. This variation, a deerease of part~ice size and number as
the distance of the structure increased from GZ, is Indicated in the experimenta collector re-
suits shownit n Figs. 3. 126 to 3.129. Figure 3.130 is a photograph of a typical laboritory con -
trol collector before exposure to contsminallon.

Inspection of the trays revealed considerable amounts of very fine dust which was not
evident from the zpho(.2graphs of the co.1lectors of structures RAb, RAc. and RUd. The pro~s-
once in the structures of this dust, which differed from the preshot contamination of the shel-
ters, after the teat was believed to be attribisted to the fact that all conventional means of
entratce remained airtight after the blast. In addition to the above-desribed source of the
dust, smal amounts of similar fine dust were found in the venitiatiov eq.Arment when it was
removed after the test.

The sticky .papr tralu that were recovered from the RC structures produced minimum
results. The varit&Oon, as cintlry defined Lft the RA structures, was not killy evident in the"e
structureS. The phciographk results of the type 9 collectors of the PC structures are shown
in Tigs. 3.131 to 3.133.

In the CA structures the variation of particle sise and number. similar to that which oc-
curred In the RA structures, cleary defined the location at the structures from GZ. Zven
thOug strurture CAb was vacwum cleaned before the test, whereas structure CA& remained in
Its Vieso coodition, more hard concrete particles were hiwid an the trays of the letter struc-
ture than wer* limed to the former structure. The phctogrspftc dat* obtained froQm the CA
structuti# are *bw in Figs, 3 134 and 3. uIS.

(C) 58RO Shrbv -.PWu I'(TV Pv *'flWIV- fem IM (~p. D) e Idt;:tous, V"~ recvery ol
the type C" adrC ollwcors, the tray crAwigets were iliumitasted with %bravi-ae4 light The en-
poevro to the ligh revvaied nto flnoomwovt particloo The trays wore then placod ovor a
beeker of wit Slvrertne to artiiate the filvove Yc!4 V" Lm reexaminaitiv of the tray* -, u"r
an mitrAwvi-At lihtw. small fln*rearcie partiele. hevam. visible to the naked 9Te These patrti -

ne-s waried in numtwr from 20 to W for the raritis sanrwtures tested Tb. sirwe-arg fort",.



away from GZ Indicated more fluorescent particles on the trays than those structures closer
to the detonation. ft has been theorized that this phenomenon may have resulted trom the
thinner thickness of the members and earth cover of the structures farther away.

(d) Air-sampler Collector (Type E). Unfortunately the sampler was not in operation dur-
Ing the test. From the condition of the structure after the test, it appears that the air supply
for the gasolie generator was lnsufflcie,' Therefore no results could be rtdained from the
test.
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TABLE 3.1-CARLSON EARTH-PRE&SURE
'JAIJGE MEASUREMENTS

Gauge Peak value.
Structure No. pot Remarks

RAb P-1 167.0 Good record
P-2 214.0 Good record
P-3 Bad record

P-4 14.0 Good record
)-$ 240.0 Good record

CAS P-1 133.0 Good record
P-2 242.0 Poor record
P-3 301,0 C-.d record

P-4 22.0 Good record

RCe P-1 12.6 Good record
P-2 16.6 Good record

P-3 11.3 Good re.-ord
P-4 13.9 Good record
P-5 So record

TABLE 3.2-- WtANCKO AmR-PRRE3URE GAUGE
MEA3CU[MEN FSr

Gauge Peak value.
%dructure No. "et teomarks

I,•h Pt- I I is.0 Good record
Pt - Poor r*Vord
Pt - 140.0 Good record

Pt-4 J16 0 GCxwd reovrd

k: s "- I kakwttoanbe record

Pt-I 4$.0 Por rerord

N1l P-1 13.14 r{ eordcod
Nt-1 Qwtto&abI* re*.-s r

nt-3 1.0 1 (jsd ?ecord
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TABLE 3.3-- ELECTRONIC AND SELF-RECORDING
DYNAMIC PRESSURE GAUGE MEASUREMENT.F

Gauge Peak value.
Structure No.* psi Remarks

RAa Q (T) No records: puge
Q(S) nose 30 ft from mount

RA' Q (D) 230.0 God record
Q (S) Poor record

RAc Q (T) Questionable record

Q (S) 137.3 Poor record
RAd Q (T) 79.0 Questionable record

Q (s) 76.5 Quostionable record
RCa Q (D) No record

Q (S) 13.4 Good record

RCb ( (T) 22.0 Poor records: gauges
Q(S) 17.1 stopped

RCc ( CT) 8.1 Poor record
O(S) 7.8 Poor record

"Q, electronic gauge; Q, self-recording gauge; (T), total pres-
sure = side-on plus dynamic; (S), side-on; (D). dynamic.

TABLE 3.4- BRL SELF-RECORDING PRESSURE
GAUGE MEASUREMENTS

Gauge Peak value,

Structure No. psi Remarks

RA" P-1 155.0 Good record
PS-2 No record
F-1 No pressure
V-4 28.2 Peak pressure
V-5 96.0 Good record

F-6 195.0 Good record
P-7 190.0 Good record

RAb P-I 143.0 Good record
15-2 3.5 Peak pressure
15-3 2.15 Good record
P-4 12.6 Good record
7-5 68.0 Good record
y-6 250.0 GooLl record

IS.' 245.0 Good record
P-8 II0.0 Good record

P-9 150.0 Good record

RAc P-I 75.0 Good record
r-2 7.2 Peak pressure

1.7 Good record

11-4 14.3 Good record
V-5 38.5 Good record
P-6 150.0 Cood record
P-7 110.0 Good record
VLP-7 0.2 Peak pressure

RAd P-! S0.0 Good record
P-4 14.1 Good r*cord

r-S 32.0 Uood record
-4s 112.0 Good record

P-7 70.0 Good record

•0=
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TAULS 3.4- (Continued)

Gauge Peak value.
Structure No. psi Remarks

CA& F-I 107.0 Good record
P-2 96.0 Good record
V-P No pressure inside

P-4 3.0 Peak pressure
P-5 62.0 Good record

CAb P-I 104.0 Good record
P-2 100.0 Good record
P -3 No record
P-4 1.9 Good record

VP-5 60.0 Good record
VLP 0.19 Good record

RCa P-I 17.0 Good record
17-2 0.87 Questionable record

P-3 No record

F-4 0.44 Questionable record
P-5 21.5 Good record
P-6 17.5 Good record

RCb P-I 4.6 Good record
15-2 No record
V-3 1.9 Good record

P-4 0.3 Peak pressure
-- 5 20.0 Good record

: -6 10.5 Good record

;lCc P-I 7.1 Good record
1P-3 1.7 Good record
P-5 10.0 Good record
7-6 5.2 Good record
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TABLE 3.5-BLAST-LINE MEASUREMENTS OF PEAK OVERPRESSURE

Peak
Distance from Type of pressure,

GZ, yd gauge psi Remarks

280 Self-recording 175.0 Poor record
Electronic 165.0 Good record

300 Self-recording 165.0 Good record
Electronic 145.0 Good record
German 166 Peak pressure

335 Self-recording 116.0 Peak only
Electronic 110.0 Good record

German 101 Peak pressure
392 Self-recording 81.0 Good record

Electronic 75.0 Good record
German 59 Peak pressure

500 Self-recording 44.5 Good record
590 26.0 From pressure-

distance curve
672 Electronic !9.2 Peak only

German 18.2, 22.7 Peak pressure
810 11.5 From pressure-

distance curve
863 Self-recording 8.8 Good record

German 11.5, 14.2 Peak pressure
981 Self-recordting 10.4 Good record

1135 Self-recording 6.4 Good record
1292 Self-recording 7.2 Good record
1385 Self-recording 6.3 Good record
1440 Self-recGrding 7.2 Good record
1893 Self-recording 4.9 Good record
2000 Self-recording 4.6 Goad record
2667 Self-recording 2.8 Good record

TABLE 3.6--BLAST-LINE MEASUREMENTS
OF PEAK DYNAMIC PRESSURE

Max dynamic

pressure*
Distance from (corrected),

Structure GZ, yd psi

RAa 280 360,0
RAb and CAa 300 320.0
RAc and 7Ab 335 280.0
RAd 392 1110.0
RCa 590 74.0
RCb 810 28.9
RCc 1440 1.5

*Taken from Fig. 3.106.
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TABLE 3.8--SCRATCH-GAUGE MEASUREMENTS

Angle of Length Deflection
pauge to of scratch, of member,

Gauge No. Member member in. in.

13-1 Roof 49" 0.07 0.053
5-2 Floor 49' 0.10 0.076
1-3 Wall 69 0.08 0.075
5-4 Door 63" 0.460

Includes thickness of rubber gasket.

TABLE 3.9--ACCELERATION GAUGE MEASUREMENTS

Gauge Peak value.
Structure No. g* Remarks

RAb A-I -14.5 Good record
+8.5

CAa A-I -11.5 Good record
+9.5

RCa A-I +1.6 Questionable record

'Upward direction is (+}.

TABLE 3.10--SR-4 STRAIN-GAUGE MEASUREMENTS

Gauge Peak values,
Structure No. (in./in.) x 10-3* Remarks

RAh S-I +0.33 Good record
-0.04

S-2 -0.38 Good record
S-3 -0.80 Good record
S-4 +1.80 Good record

-1.50
CAa S-1 -0.46 Partial record
RCa S-I No record

S-2 No record

S-3 Questionable record

"Positive (N) tension; negative (-) compression.
P
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TABLE 3.11-BLAST-LINE GOAL-POST DATA*

Slant rane
Range, yd (D). yd D' Dose. r RD'

400 466 Lost
600 649 Lost
8oo 841 Lost

1000 1034 Lost
1200 1229 1.51 x 106 2810 4.33 x 10l
1400 1426 2.03 x 10s 2235 4.54 x 10'
1500 1526 2.33 x 10' 1700 3.96 x 10'

1600 1623 2.63 x 10' 1480 3.89 x 10'
1700 1722 2.97 x 106 1420 4.22 x 10

1800 1821 3.32 x 10' 1150 3.82 x 10'
1900 1920 3.69 x 10' 1325 4.39 x 10'
2000 2019 4.08 x 10 1000 .i.05 x 10'

"Not p!otted, results contaminated by fallout, recovery D * 3
days.

TABLE 3.12-DISPLACEMENT SHOCK SPECTRUM

Radial directton* Vertical direction*

f, D. f, D. i. I). f. D.
cycles/sec in. cycles/sec in. cycles/sec in. cycles/sec in.

Shot Stokes. surface. 33-pli overpressure

Gauge I Gauge 3 Gauge 2 Gauge 4

2.56 2.66 0.199 2.56 0.710 2 74 0.346
8.82 0.137 8.87 0.0260 8.N2 0,569 9.64 0.440

22.0 0.0318 22.2 0.0248 22.0 0.101 20.4 0 165
36.0 0.0451 36.5 00093 36.0 0.0498 32.4 0.0633
90.0 0.0231 92.0 0.0074 90.0 0.0385 88 0 0.0560

134 0.0056 132 0.0018 131 0.0128 133 0.0309
184 0.0121 176 0.001T 179 0 0044 145 0 0154
228 0.0027 224 0.0020 209 0.0030 220 0 0o66
269 A.0065 279 265 0.0027 265 0.0026
339 312 303 0.0033 293 0.0012

Stot Smoky. inside ahelter. 116-pal overpressure

Gauge S Gauge s

2.72 " 25 2.S4 1.62
9.3"7 0.453 A.T2 0.904

22.3 0.113 3'.9 0.334
36.) 0.0451 37 0 0.0144
95.0 0.015 92.0 901S7

13A 0.0101 134 0.0099
1,4 0.009 10$ 0.0034
23U 0.0041 246 0.001
?as 00022 ISO 00e'c
296 0.0031 343 0.00s1

04. I1



TABLE 3.12- (Conttmoed)

Ra"dl drectioe* Vertical direction*

f, D. f. D. f. D. f. D.
eycloo/ee in. cycles/aee In. cycles/eec In. e velesebec In.

so Smoky, surface. 116-psi owrpressure

Gauge,9 Gauge 7 Gauge I

2.15 1.95 2.60 5.45 2.53 4.53
9.12 0.351 6.54 1.52 6.32 1.46

22.4 0.189 22.4 0.645 22.6 0,525
33.9 0.131 37.4 0.254 37.1 0.205
93.0 0.0227 91.0 0.132 93.0 0.103

107 0.0149 132 0.0473 137 0.0450
181 0.0107 1"7 0.0221 100 0.0199
203 0.0042 238 0.010 236 0,0122
293 0-005, 280 0.0112 294 0.0055
357 0 002? 335 0.0066 320 0.004"

Shot GO.leo, surface. 130-pet overpressure

Gauge 11 Gauge 10 GwiV 12

2.35 0.653 2.43 4.10 2.47 4.25
6.63 0.3T7 8.26 0.946 3.23 1.22

22.5 0.164 22.7 J.320 21.0 0.475
36.5 0.0453 37.1 0.314 35.0 0.260
"15.0 0.0349 94.0 0.140 94.0 0.121

138 0.0154 138 0.0441 134 0.0287
166 0.0103 157 0.0446 173 0.0442
237 0 0032 234 0.0094 229 0.0161
294 0.0046 272 0.0139 300 0.0121
317 0.0029 365 0.0046 3.. 0.0053

Mot Whitney. surface. 144-pai overpressure

Gauge 4 Gauge 3

2.74 1.60 Z.6 3.10
9.4 0.260 C.S7 1.47

204 0.11 22.2 0146

32.•.. 0 034 36.1 0.346
06 0 0.018T 92.0 0.141

134 0.0115 132 0.09"2

1$3 o '4O& Is 0.0402

22.0 0. us"3 : 0.0090
0 0 0026 254 0o01s.

314 0 005.4 330 0 goe"

'Ii



TABLE 3.12- (CoMUma4)

RRJW dredction" VerUcal d&retlon"

f, l. f. D. 1. D. f. D,
cyclies/im in. cycles/uec in. cycles/wo e n. cyCinec In.

Shot Carleston. surface

Gauge S Gauge 9 Gauge 6 Gauge S
(20-psi overpressure) (lB-pst overpressure) (20-pst overpressure) (18-pet overpressure)

2.72 0.263 2.55 0,265 2.54 2.53 0.728
9.37 0.111 3.12 0.0838 3.72 0.250 8.92 0.368

22.3 0.0900 22.4 0.0491 21.9 0.221 22.6 0,194
36.9 0.0404 33,9 37.0 37.1 0.0828
35.0 0.0190 93.0 0.0096 92.0 0.0246 93.0 0.0204

138 0.0100 107 0.0050 138 0.0093 137 0.0046
164 0.0014 161 0.0023 155 0.0062 160 0.0025
234 0.0030 203 0.0020 246 0.0023 236 0.0015
235 0.0026 293 0.0019 230 0.0023 294 0.0015
296 0.0020 357 0.0009 363 0.0007 326 0.0016

Gauge 11 Gauge 10 Gamg 12
(IS-pet overpressure) (15-psi overpressure) (12-pet overpressure)

2.35 0.579 2.48 0.407 2.47 0.492

3.63 0.263 3.26 0.163 8.23 0.1'?
22.5 0.195 22.7 0.0726 21.0 0.207

36.5 0.0104 31.1 0.0231 35.0 0,0786

9S.0 0.0246 94.0 %4.0 0.0193

133 0.0033 133 134 0.0101
106 0.0020 107 173 0.00S3

237 0.0019 234 229 0.0o0S
M .00011 212 300

317 0.000? 36 0.0009 331S 0.0004

I. atmursl f'equecty D0. pee dept4ce*
? Coalmer t"we e• k s 0m It in We*ow to -. el Is hard grourdA Two a•er gauges bolted to

coerole peda In Ow sme victaty wer khaacked Wow. mad the fta %or* loaL

I Tafterdala Jitoreion for gwage 7 (20-pet ovorpreom~re)- InotgnicaMfte nplaco rAl.



TABLE 3.13- ENSOLrffE EXPERIMENT DATA (STRUCTURE RAc)

Dlrocuon
Loc&aUo of Gaug
of pup mauaurgenlw Meaarsment No. Moximum vlaue*

Boou (3-in. Ensollie) Vertical Acceleration A- 1 ,3.1 it
-2.1 g

Duom (concrete floor) Vertical AcceleraUon A-2 *#.9 g
-2.2 g

Boot I-Enloltle) Vertical Acceleration A-3 *3.7 6

Concrete Floor Vertical Acceleration A-4 -4.6 g
*4.3 g

Concrete Floor Horizontal Accelerstlon A-S .2.8 C

-1.3 g
Boot (11/-if. Ensollte) Vertlc.1 Defleclton 0-1 -1.5 In.

..5in.

"Horizontal posiUve (*) acceleration- mowvment of floor slab toward GZ. Vertical
positive (*) acceleraon- movement of floor slab upward.

TABLE 3.14 - MORTALITY RE!ULTS OF BIOLOGICAL TEST

TinP of recovery,

arucftre days after the teat NUMie sad a I" - of death

PA& I on I day after rcoverv.

I on 14 avra after ree'o.-ry

RAC %0
PAd I2Ot
CAb 2 "0 bemor rocoverv
RqCa 2

xCb If Now

ItC %6



TABLE 3.15-I EXPOSURE AND RECOVERY OF DUST COLLECTORS"

Day exposed or recot red
Day ofD o Conrol collecors EtMprtme"tl collector*DAMt fival preperatio

Stru re eolector of structure Expooed Recovered Exposed Rcove red

RA& a D-i D- 14 D-13 D-3 D#2
C 0-3 D02
D D-3 D.2

RAb 5 D-I D-14 D-13 D-3 D#2
KAc 8 0-I D-14 D-13 D-I D02

B D-3 D-1
RAd 1 D-I D-14 D-13 D-3 D#2

C D-3 D'ii
D 0-3 D+2

CA a D-1 D- 14 D-13 I)--3 0#2
CAb a D-1 0-14 D-13 D-I D#2

C 0-1 DOI
D Dý-I I>03

E D-1I 012
RCa a D-I D-14 D-13 D-1I 0+2

a D-3 D-I
RCb a D-1I 0-14 D-13 D-I D02

C D-I 0#2
D D- 0 D+2

Rcr 3 D- I0D-14 D-13 D I
D 0-3 D-I

0-. days before loet 0. days after tet.

I
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Fig. 3.4-Floor slab of main chamber looking toward the main entrance (structure RAa).
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Fig. 3.6-Center of main-chamber roof slab (structure RAa). Note survey point X-6.

Fig. 1.7Bcottorn of emnergency -exit shaft (structure RAa). Note debris and sand bags in shaft.

93



Fig. 3.8- Landing floor slab looking toward GZ (structure RAa). Note debris at bottom of ramp

before cleaning.

Fig. !i9-Cracl~s along center of landing roof slab and at intersection with exterior wall

(structure RAa).
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Fig. 3.10OLooking up stairs away from GZ (structure RAa).

Fig. 3.11-Cracks in parapet wail and end of landing roof slab at entrance facing aw~ay from
CZ (structure RAa).
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Fig. 3.12- Details of separations between ramp slab and interior and exterior walls facing

toward GZ (structure RAa).

F'g. Al-1-Bast damage to ramp walls of entrance facing GZ (structure RAa).
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Fig. 3.14-Blast darnmage of parapet will, exterior wall. and ramp on entrance facing toward

GZ (structure RAa).

÷ U...

Fig. I.I.N5last dainag. at mntewcit~oo c4 tntvt,m w ell and pairswt .411 facing ti'w,-od Gz.

(rtuacrtwe R.Aa).
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Fig. 3.1•-Detail oi cracks and spelled and laminated area in interior well at contraction

joint at entrance facin, toward CZ (structure RAa).

F's. Dtal! of Creci at ýekevcsqit 4E rttvt-.,v a! a r.*-qs f met' facii



tD

Fig. A. IftDetas I of necked- down reinforcement at intersect ion ofi eate riot wallI and parait IE
wall fa, ag toward GZ (structure RA&).
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Fg i. -L'tsta rcwik at .f *rtv~ionc .'f cr us:'~ &i'J F-rsm*wi vs.. v.'Ward k7-1



Fig. 1.20-Detai! of owckc4-%iown ttLnftfotcMgbt tmra ffom pgfap.: at alltgflor Wall (stniflaf*

RAS).

Fg A ~: ~ t~~ f~u ~ .ti a p.wttootw



Fti. 3.22-- Detail oi expmed ttirdozcement after chipping at coert of interior wall and
parapet faciaS toward GZ (stnrctube P.Aa).
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Fig. 3.28-Cracks in floor slab of main chamber, looking toward main entrance (structure
RAb).

Fig. 3.291Cracks, strain-gauge recess, and survey point in roof slab of main chamber
(structure RAb).
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Fig. 3.3O-Close-up of accelerometer and displacement gauge tie point (structure RAW).

Fig. 3.31-Cfi.se-up of strain~ gauge in side wall of main chamber (structure RAW).
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Fig. 3.33-Roof -slab crack pattern (structure RAO).
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Fig. .1.14-Floor-slab crack pastern (structure RAO).
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Fig. 1.16-Floor of main chamber (structure RkAc).
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Fig. 3,40--Detail of end of chipped-out octiZon facing toward the main entrance (10=gtume
RAC).
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Fig. 1.42- Detail of end of chipped-out wetion facing toward the emergency exit (structure

ftAC).

Fit. 1.41-C,.cis in rof ab of mai chm~iine (vtvwt1wt RAO.
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Fig. 1.44-flotom of emergency -exit zhaft (swxture RArl Note debris and sandbiagsi n

shaft.
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Fig. A.U-Lookiaug up nairs factmg away from C2. ahoowiag

separations berw~on stain an~d intork* &ad enmuanc wall%

(strauctur RAC).

TW& *eft..w #u41oc w too~a .Wa~~m 0 Tf .~f t~wflm4
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'ig. 3.48-Detail of cracks at irtersection of parapet wall ;-,I
interior wal! and entrance facing away from CZ (struwture RAc).

Fig. :,.49. Looking up entrance toward GZ, after cleaning

(structure RAc).
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Fig. 3.SO-Looking down entrance toward GZ, showing separ.,tion of parapet wall from

inter~or r d exterior wails and bowing of ramp wall (structure RAO).

Fig. 3.51-Detail of separation between interior wall and parapet wall of entrance facing

toward GZ (structure RAcO.
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Fig. 3.52 -Above -ground portion of ventilation shaft and main entrance (structure RAcO.

.LO

Fig. 3.53- Detail of exposed portion of ventilation shaft after cover was removed (structure
RAcO.
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Fig. 3.54-Roof -slab crack pattern (structure RAd).
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Fig. 3.55-Floor-slab crack pattern (structure RAd).
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Fig. 3.57-Above -ground portion of ventilation shaft and mair' eitrance (structure RAW).
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Aý

Fig. 3.61-Over-all view of chipped-out section with associated crack pattern (section CAa).

-t C

Fig. 3.622--Detail of end of chipped-out section facing toward the emergency exit (structure

CAa).
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Fig. 3.63-Detail of end of chipped-out section facing toward the main entrance (structure

CAa).

Fig. 1.64-Creck in the main chamber at approximately the cente. of thr side facing toward

CZ (structure CAa).
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Fig. 3.C5-Craclk in side of main chamber facing away from GZ (between displacement gaugze
tie point and CarU.,aa gauge) (structure CAA).

Fig. I., A1ess C'f*i ifc n contrr o'f .ci;hng Orar CAa).
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Fig. 3.67- Emergtnicy-exit shaft from chamber between small blast and gastight doors
(st:ucture CA&).

imriaý-ca its %Wt ntctwv CA*). S<4* beat c I ism g ruar *ad m ogt,,gbea
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Fig. teV1-hm-plact detail cl open antiblast flap vs Ive (s im-c cwc CA&).
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Fig. 3.71-Looking up stairs facing away from CZ (structure CAa). Note crack rur'iing up

stairs and separation of construction joint.

Fig. 3.72-Aboyt-ground portion of main entrance and oemerge ncy-exit shaft (structure CAO.)
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Fig. 3.76- Side of main chamber facing toward GZ (structure CAb). Note cracks by survey
point X-4 and horizontal cold joint.

Fig. 1.77-Side of chamber facing away from CZ (smiwti CAW). Note swv'ey point X-S.
cracks, and hwtizntal cold joint.
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Fig. 3.78-Looking into emergency-exit shift from chamber between small blast and gastight
doors (structure CAb). Note climbing rungs deformed by blown-in match cover.

Fig. '.' 9 lmEsnjw~ncy-@xtt thalt (stuchr CAW). Not* beat c~tmbwmg rnugs and amimghtcerd
htnge 'Iraps
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Fig. 3.80-Looking up stairs facing away from GZ (structure CAW). Note crack running up
stain.

Fkg. I- -Abovgvw- p oun w a(ie meaw eatmace end ameprgweny-esit shaft (o~g~wo CAW).
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Fig. 3.82-Rooi-z1ab crack pattern (structure RCa).
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Fig. 3.85-Cracks in floor slab of main chamber looking toward emergencY-exit comet Of
wall nearest GZ (structure RCa).

Fig 3.16-Creis is m.go( islb of msai chomber, looe toward tvttrgea e 1t .ei of well

(aciten Swav (sornr CZ (s0ww vR ce).
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fig, 3.89-View of main .,rtrance after cleanin~g away debris, lookinag away from GZ

(sw~ure~w RCa).
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Fig. 1.95-Crckiis n floor slab of main chamber, looking toward CZ wall by main entrance

end (zmtruct RCb).

I -Crwi*. b), ComerV Si TX4 1i.b (*vNtI*' RCb)ý Sootq IW*VV) V01 X-'.
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Fig. 3.91-Cracks in haunch and well of main chamber facing away frot. CZ (sutict~ue R'b).

T ~ ~ ~~Cgh ¶J6ipRme ctb . mv eev. to fail Ch*.b~ (Mv"tw, RC,).
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Fig. 3.130- Sticky-paper dust collector control.
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Chapter 4

SUMMARY

4.1 GROUND AND STRUCTURE DISPLACEMENTS

The shock spectra data (Sec. 3.3) indicate substantial transient vertical and horizontal
motions of both the free-field ground and the shelters. It is reasonable to assume that a part
of these are permanent. This is substantiated by visual observations waich indicated some
differential movement between the main body and emergency exit of the structures tested.
Comparison of preshot and postshot field location survey data has not been made since reli-
able postshot surveys have not been available up to the time of writing this report.

Review of the ground-shock spectra data indicates that the accelerations within s!tructure
RAc were about one-third to one-half the free-field values in both the radial and vertica di-
rections.

4.2 EXTERNAL PRESSURE

As indicated by Fig. 1.4, the actual incident overpiossure present at each of the seven
pressure ranges where the structures were placed was lower thap predicted. The highest peak
pressures to which the RA, CA, and RC structures were exposed were approximately 28, 17,
and 77 per cent higher, respectively, than the assumed design values.

4.3 INTERNAL PRESSURE

The overpressure in the interior of a structure is a function of the external pressure and
duration, the interior volume of the structure, 'he size and configuration of the openings lead-
ing to the interior, and the type of blast closure employed. The ventilation systems as tested
were just as they would be under actual blast conditions. That is, the natural ventilation was
sealed, and the emergency ventilation, with cand filter, was open to the atmosphere and to the
inside of the main chamber. The maximum overpressure recorded in the ventilation shaft of
structure RAc was 14.3 psi, whereas the maximum overpressure in the combination ventila-
tion shaft and emergency exit of structure CAb was 60.0 psi. Results of the VLP gauges pliaced
in the main chambers of these two structures indicate that the maximum overpressure due to
total leakage of the sand filter and overpressure flap valve was approximately 0.2 psi. All
other gauges in the main body oi the structures failed to produce a record. Gauges in the ante-
cnambers recorded maximum overpressure of 3.5 in structure RAb, 2.2 psi in RAc, and 0.8'1
psi in RCa.

4.4 STRUCTURAL DAMAGE

Very slight damage was sustained by% the test structures in the shelter areas. Cracking
was observed in all structures, but major d.amage occurred only to those portions exposed to
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the shock wave, such as the entrances and the type RA and CA emergency-exit covers. A de-
tailed description of the structural damage due to blast is given in Sec. 3.1.

A postshot dynamic analysis of the roof slab of shelter RAa is included as Appendi, C of
this report. This analysis utilizes current ultimate-strength theory and was performed using
the material strengths as determined from test results, the reinforcement placement and
structure dimensions as obtained from the as-built drawings, and tV'e recorded incident pres-
sure at the location of the structure as the loading. The analysis indicates that only minor
cracking was expected and agrees with the actual postshot condition.

4.5 RADIATION

The West German Government assumed that the permissible leve' of the initial radiation
within the structures placed at their design overpressure levels (structures RAc, CAb, and
RCb) was to be 25 rem. No readings of the initial radiation were obtained as separate values,
but Figs. 3.119 to 3.121 indicate the values for the total mmanma dosage during the first 52 hr
after the detonation at various points within all nine test structures. Structure RAc had radia-
tion dosages equal to 145 r at the front wall (exposed to the exterior), 47 r by the interior
corner of the antechamber, and 22 r at the center of the main chamber. Structure CAb had in-
terior dosage values varying from 9 to 29 r, except directly b.hind the gastight door, where
the dosage was 140 r. The interior dosages in structure RCb varied from a minimum of 36 r
at the rear corner to a maximum of 382 r dire,'tly inside the main blast door.

The total gamma dosages on the blast line at various distances from GZ can be obtained
from Fig. 3.122. The dosages indicated by this figure are greater than those presented in
either "Effects of Atomic Weapons" or "Effects of Nuclear Weapons."

4.6 THERMAL EFFECTS

No residual thermal effects were apparent from visual observation. Instr, mentation was
not provided for obtaining thermal measurements.

4.7 DEBRIS AND DUST

The postshot photographs that were taken before the entranceways were cleaned indicate
that deposited debris was comparatively light. The dust layer varied In thickness from Ap-
proximately 14 in. to a maximum of 2 in. at the higher pressure levels in places where drifting
occurred. Some rubble was also present. Interior dust was not visibly discernible. From the
results of Project 33.5, it has been suggested tha, dust, as .it occurred in the structures stud-
led, would not have been an immediate hazard to personnel.

Owing to the natural surface of the test area, it was difficult to ascertain the exkent of tae
debris on the ground surface. All vertical or Inclined surfaces lacing GZ (ventilation projec-
tions, stairs, walls, etc.) were scourod by sand and debris carried by the blast wave. From
other construction in the area, it was evident that above-grouna projections that were broken
off were deposited from 5 to 100 yd away from their original positions.

4. LIMITATIONS IN APPLICATION OF TEST RESULTS

Although the magrtude of the effects (ovrpressure vs. time, and thermal andt nuciear
radiation) is different for smail nucloar weapvnt thaa for the laL-e thermonuclear wvApon
now avallabli and the physical environment at the Nevada Test Site is not typical of most
populated areas, the data obtained from these weapors tests sr. very useful in eatatatiIW re-
sponse and evaluating the p'kram*ters uaet In deign. Totr this reason the records of blast
overpr-ssure, ground-shork motions, radiation, and othtr weapons effects are of prime im-
portance. However, the results cafnjx be used directly for proof-test purposes exceA in
special c•&sea



Appendix A

CONSTRUCIION

A. 1 GENERAL

All work was done under contract to the U, S. Atomic Energy Commission. The contractor
for the construction of the nine reinforced--concrete shelters was the Sierra Construction
Company of Las Vegas, Nev. Reynolds Electric and Engineering Company supplied the con-
Lrete aggregate and miscellaneous work required to make the structures ready for the test.
Holmes & Narver, Inc., provided over-all supervision and coordination as field representa-
tives of the USAEC.

The FCDA and the West German Government were continuously represented at the site by
an Ammann & Whitney field representative, who provided inspection and advisory service for
the construction groups. This service was supplemented by visits to the site at critical times
by the Project Officer.

Construction, in general, was geared to a very rapid time schedule. This schedule was
closely adhered to despite the many difficulties that were experienced. The schedule called for
a maximum of 75 calendar days, and work was scheduled to start on Apr. 6, 1957. Excavation
was started on 4pr. 8, 1957, and the bAckfilling was scheduled to be completed on June 20, 1957.
The schedule, as indicated above, could not be completely adhered to because of problems that
developed during the construction. These problems will be more fully defined in Secs. A.4.1 to
A. 4.7.

Figures A.I to A.21 are photographs of the three basic shelter types at various stages of
construction; the progress made on these rather complicated test structures is indicated by
their dates of construction.

Deviations from the drawings and specifications are recorded in Figs. EL 1. I to B.4.2, -is-
built drawings. Tables A.1 to A.3 indicate the schodule adhered to during the construction phase
of the operation.

A.2 MATERIALS

A.A.A Conurete

Concrete was mixeJ at a central mixing plant oporated by the Reynolds Electric and en-
C-novring Copany. The plant was a permanent batcher typo installation and was lu-atoi 4p-
prod mately I5 miles from tkv structures. The concrote was t.ricksd tl the strutres by con-
v"itonri trasiit-mil trucks. During the batcing, the mikUW wate'. as prdetermrIned by the
roncrefte-mix delign. was added to the dry mix, an thv concrete was (nixed during tranzpt.ta-
tlion. The concrete was plco4 ty the use of one or more ofhe rthie follwitng methods: Mi by
dumpinginto a % or ý, C.Y. bwAkt vW placiz- b7 crue. M by duv'ping in!o trrmits for wall
p.t'io. ard (3) by placing directly with the two of concre" chutes. Hu•*s par.ftin-,ast curing
compmud was need to cure the concrete.
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In general, a total of 133 standard 6- by 12--in. cylinders was taken from the vtructures
for 7-, 28-, and 90-day tests; nine of th4e were lost during their shipment to the laboratory.
Also, a total of twenty-seven 7/;,-in. concrete cubes and fifty-two concrete test beams were
tested. Two beams were ruptured during transit. The c.,be3 were tested at 7 and 28 days, and
concrete beams were tested at 28 and 90 days. In addition to the specim*ns tested, Schmidt
concrete-hammer tests were used to check the uniformity of the concrete and to determine the
correlation between the reboum• values and the ultimate concrete strength of the structures.

The results of the concrete strength tests, as recorded for the concrete cylinders, beams,
and cubes, are contained in Tables A.4 to A.6. Average results are summarized in Table A.7.
The hammer-test results are given in Table A.B. Table A.9 gives the typical concre!e-mix de-
sign used during construction.

A.2.2 Concrete Components

(a) Ce ment. Type H portland cement was used for the construction of the nine cast-In-
place structures. hatching was by bulk.

(b) Coarse Aggregate. The coarse aggregate, It/1-in. graded aggregate, was stockpiled at
the betching plant. Owing to the handling procedure and transportation methods from the
crusher, which were products of site conditiois and the limited amount of time for construc-
tion, segregation of the aggregate was evident in the stockpile and tr.tched concrete. Some
aggregate was observed to have a maximum dimension ranging to 2i/2 in.

(c) Fine Aggregate. The fine aggregate had additional wind-blown fines, not Incdicated in
Table A.9, primarily because of the conditions at the site.

A.2.3 Concrete Forms

Wall and roof-slab forms for the seven rectangular structures consisted of /rI- and 3/,-in.
plywood panels. Some of this material had been used several times before being ;zed on the
German test structures and wa.i then used as many as three times during construction of the
test structures. The prefabricated interior and exterior formwork for the two circular struc-
tures was built from I- by 6-in. planking. Stock for the studs was 2 by 4 in.

A.2.4 Reinforcing Steel

keinforcing steel used in the nine test structures consisted of German-manufactured
smooth round bats, as outii4.ed in the specifications given in Sec. 1.4, and United States sioi:th
round mild A 7 steel. The fabri-atUon of the steel wa subcortract-d by Sierra Constructi.on
Company 'o Fontana Steel Con'..-:-y. All reinforcing steel was cut and b-tit at the site. The
field fabrication shop wras l,,vctd near the concrete mixing plant, approximately 15 miles from
the construction site. Fiat-bed trucks hauled the fabricated rvinforrement from the bonding
bench to the construction site. Although the bending operation was generally A.dequate, there
are deticiencies Letween the actual c,-structior and the original contract plans. Nor.- of these
appear to have been critical in terms of the test results,

All deviations ,,'um the construcUon drawings of the fabrtcatio Av.d or plAcrenrt of the
steel are shown in Figs. 1.1.1 to B.4 2, Appendix 0.

The yield And ultimate stresses and t.' percettage of rloat(*tio1. 4 -i-t. test s1Wthlawns
,4 !he Germatn and U. S. reinforcement used it. c.astrurio, and treted by Smith 1mnery C,3m-
pany of L-o. Angeles. Calif., arv given in Table A. 10.

A.2.5 Structural Steel

The structural-eteol compowents -,4 the nin slter rois t coh 01 dofzrs. door fr-ans.
ventilatiom equtipment. a"d mi•cellanous acevaort,.. All str•ctural-stovil items rvquired '•r
the constructihin were mvvfactt.red for. and supplied by, the W'st GCrntAn G,_vr-.' t-. ue % .3
damage in sh•ipnt i frm Germany was iknrrrvd by aa- of the atrtcural-stel epmom.n. -
Slime 9quipmeneat was damiagod alter intAillation; this to dqscribezl frthor in bwa. A.4.5 sand
A4.6. All items were repajrvd before, the test.
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A.3 SOIL TESTS AND DESCRIPTION

The subsoil, upon visual investigation, was found to be a heter-lgeneous mixture of various
sizes of sr-I and gravel parlicles with interstitial clay and mill; it may be loosely dt-rbc.id as
a calcinitted conglomerate. The lormatia' coeanet!i a cementing a3vert. app.&ritntiy of calcium
carbonate origin. The agent, In conjunctlon with tbe clay particles, prc± tý-: a state of high
consolidation. The soil condition described above was below I to I ý, It of typical devr! top
"Ia. The depth (f the ca!ciurn carbontate mixture was of indefinite vertical extent.

Crues sections of the excavation were taken' at all ihe stnaic .res to determ'.m the dinten-
stun., shape, and peculiarities of ctaL; thsse are shown in Figs. A.22 and A.23.

In-place density tests were performed on pr*- and postconstructiorail moll conditions that
existed at the structures to evaluate .he coimpaction achieved by the backfilllng fnetlM4!.

The results of the tests are itdilcated in Table A. 11.

A.4 CONSTRUC4 IoN OF THE aTRUCTURES THROUGH THEIR COMPONENT ITEMS

A-4.1 General

Tht fo'lowing ec~tiL)I,.3 will dt~l essentially with the proceftres used in constructiton of the
eonip)"ntnt iti~rns of the~ structures and the cL)nuditioris that existed at the comnpletion of the con-
structii~i phase 4f the operation. Also includt-d in this sectioh are all deviatiorts front the draw-

i*-sand s1peciicatios And Any -kiltions thAt were deemned necessAry to ctrnplete the struc -

tures in A satisfacto)ry manner.

A.4.2 EXCAV.&Uo~n

The predamrntant hiArACterlsttc 43 the suil, with regard to the excavation, was its natu'"1
cenient.at;.'n. This c~tAracteristic miade it virtually Impossible to excavate using conyeni, dial

bck-hoeing equipment, and All cxisttit soi had to be tousened byv cAterrillar-pr- jill.
or vxplootve charges befo-e remnoval by a CAterpillar-drawvi scr~aper, Figs. A.24 And A.25. Ex-
cavation was carried dowti from 3 to 6 tin. below the elevation of the buittum oi the leant basv
SlAb for all structures excerpt NAb, whiich wasn L adverte-1-aty txcaratcd I' - It tielor the r~e-

iquired grade. Required grAde wasn oAiain~d Lty bacidii~lv-, Leveling. and corapactting with the
rt-usltructititi eqiaipzuvn!. All aiA':tionAi 03'xA.UatIo for the btitora of the sevvu eutergrcy tx-t

*Wsha wax by hand.

A.4.3 Fktour Slaho

OWe !.ri or the lcat -:ntc retC Wi~rkji% b44 and tlcx'r slabs -4 the ninr' Gerian a-~

144rc rre !srced-A, tntert undvcrt-rowAM trot structurva wvre bouit as a st-9ý "Sit tz) theg -t.,-

-A* tlw~nast !ivvn -w the covtrA-I dlrawings. N. 4 of hV :-an4tral grfA9VA Ur4Vr ther
Ican b~se ts'ýA Pl,.sc. that is, kraft vpore was MnA Vrv;6d -ai't tiw gx ' ur!a&v nor -4.1§ hi

surfac-c Mi" tened pri-r to P.3'rtn(4 "I rznr_-rvtc. xvworvuin steswt WAS then PlAcrA i'i WIIV the

cuxatin4 !orti*-rik J~.nc~tly 'err C~i lv;a r-tsic rvtv subbumw slab. Cm-rwetr biewks .4 thr rv

quire. thttcknss wvre vser- I.,pport the 4txoltn tavvr 4d stcv!.

lliir;,Az of the aare.s the im ttin tbe t.Lrvv 4(fh'rett tYpcs I M~r',atu-rvst ms

*pcaýtal chais werv rc"rvre to supporti the ýsp mtats. The tee! i~vlar type A ana4 C str~wurta~

floor *lat-a hky A avoyttm :4 truss bars siupsirtd <ia small -- gicret* b4 cx.* at Ova M'qXtl%0 rv-

giytof the Vteel' These *MM--tev! tru-sn Wia~ in the ;'.vsitivv reri':P of tarm stWel, tos-Pher With

atirr~u~. pa,- ""At I ft # in. .-sn centr, 'a-.- suftirierA to suppo'rt thw tap mat rvir' orn~a tre-

i!* rvnurvd L-c t tOw crvrlar type A sintrsetrva 1-1, ot.--Wate Vsttjrr 4f rriK1irf~rrMen
inui~ttj'. .ý*atetd the P4aCM4nies1t! '%e t-ipV -at stV4el. T"%rV oentfrC sauWiW <_j te ViA;e-
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Immediately prior to the pouring of the floor slabs of all the structures, the lean concrete
working base was moistened to prevent excess absorption of moisture from the floor-slab con-
crete.

For the rectangular type A structure, the first pour consisted of the floor slabs of the land-
ing, antechamber, main chamber, ventilation shaft, exit chamber, and 4-ft 7-in. section of the
emergency-exit tunnel. The reclargular type C structures had the floor slabs of the antecham-
ber, main chamber, exit chambt -, ventilation chamber, and a 5-ft, 3-in. section of the emer-
gency-exit tunnel poured together. In the circular type A shelters, the floor slab from the
emergency-exit end of the structure to the contraction joint .j the fifth tread was poured
Initially.

Placement of reinforcement for all structures of the three different types was tedious and
in many ways did not conform to U. S. standards.

Some deviations from the contract drawings therefore occurred, and these deviations can
be found on Figs. B.i.1 to B.4.2.

A..4.4 Walls and Roof Slabs

As per the specific request of the German representative, the walls and roof slabs of the
two types uZ rectangular shelters were poured monolithically. The cylinder, interior walls,
emergency-exit shaft, and entrance to the contraction joint at the fifth tread of the circular
shelters were poured as a unit.

In the rectangular type A shelters, the landing retaining wall, roof slab over the landing,
the ventilation shaft, all interior walls, all exterior walls, and the roof slab up to the contrac-
tion joint between the structure and emergency-exit tunnel were poured as a single unit. Simi-
larly, for the rectangular type C shelters, all interior walls, the front exterior wall, all exte-
rior walls, and the roof slab for that portion of the stricture from the contraction joint between
the landing floor slab and front wall of the structure and the contraction joint by the emergency-
exit tunnel were poured together. Rubber-tire tremies were used for pouring the lower portions
of all walls for both types of rectangular shelters; concrete-chute placenment was employed for
accec Aible surfaces. Crane and bucket placement wZ.3 used as required on all pouring opera-
tions.

The circu!ar type A shelter had an entirely different type formwork and pouring zrrarge.
ment than the rectangular strucLures. As previously stated, the .aterior and exterkor cyiinder
forms were built using 1- by 6-in. planking. All exterior iorms of the cylinder wire carried up
approximately 20 deg. past the horizontal diameter. Wfndows for pcuring the Dowfx half of the
cylinder were cut in the exterior formwork on approximately 3.ft centers. The corcrete was
funneled through these windows and was vibrated in place.

Some difficulty was experienced in pouring shelter CAb owing to the stiffness of the con-
crete mix. The mix used was the same as that ubed for the rectar~ular type shelters. The con-
crete had approximately a 4-in. slump. It was found that with the equipment and facilities avail-
able the pouring operation was too slow using this slump. This cdfficulty was aillviated when
pouring CAa by revising the concrete mix to allow a 6-in. slump. The cement content was in-
creased by an amount sufficient to increase the strength by 500 psi. Then, to obtain a more
fluid mix and also to bring the concrete strength below the maximum allowed by the German
specificationa, the proportions of the coarse and fine aggregate and the water-cement ratio,
were manipulated to give a 6-In. slump. No difficulty was experienced in pouring the second
circular shelter with the revised mix.

The second pour of the circular type shelter consisted of all interior walls, the combina-
tion ventilation and emergency-exit shaft, the cylinder, and the walls and roof of the stairs up
to the contraction joint

The entrance ramp and stairs and their respective interior and exterior retaining walls
each had a contraction joint at tleir intersection with the main portion of the structure. Each
entrance for the rectangular type A structures, consisting of a ramp and walls or stairs and
wall, was poured as a unit together with the parapet wall on the roof slab over the landing. Al-
though not indicated in Table A.2, a 4-in. working base of lean concrete was poured under each
of the sections on natural ground. Rubber-Ure tremies were used at m~ch places where exces-
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stye free fall of concrete would occur. The landing floor slab, landing retaining wall, and roof

slab c Tr the landing were poured with the main structure as per original design.

There was no roof slab over the landing of the three rectangular type C structures. The
landing floor slab and the landing retaining wall of this type structure were poured in two
separate pours. With the exception of the parapet Wall over the landing, the pouring of the en-
tranceways of the type C structures was identical to that for type A. That is, the walls and
slabs were poured as a single unit by using a stiff mix and a minimum amount of vibration.
The parapet retaining wall over the front wall of the shelter was used to hold back the 3 ft of
earth cover over the main portion of the structure. The reinforcement in this wall was not de-

tailed and fabricated as shown on the final contract drawings, and consequently provisions had
to be made in the field to provide for continuity between the parapet and the interior ramp and
stair retaining walls.

A.4.5 Emergency Exit

The emergency-exit tunnel and shaft for the type A rectangular structures are identical to
the type C structures with one e:ception. The type C emergency-exit tunnel and shaft are also
used as the ventilation shaft for the forced-air intake and, as such, have four 2-in. pipes lo-
cated 8 in. below the top of the shaft to allow air to be drawn in from the outside. In contrast
to this, the type A rectangular shelters have a separate ventilation stack and have no provisions
for air to enter the emergency-exit shaft. Reinforcement and construction details are identical
in other aspects.

In the circular type A structures the emergency exit is a vertical shaft that starts at the
small blast door. This shaft is also used for air intake for the protected air supply.

A.4.6 Ventilation

No provisions were made in any of the nine shelters for natural pre- or postshot ventila-
tion equipment. No difficulty was encountered in installing the protected ventilation .equipment,
except at the slip-Joint junction between the duct from the sand filter and the air-reception
boxes in the sand filter. These slip joints had a tendency to separate. In some cases the oppo-
site was true, the fit was too tight and the parts had to be forced together. The cast-iron flange

assembly on one ventilator motor was broken during installation but was fastened securely by
large washers.

A.4.7 Doors

Both the large and small blast doors of the type A rectangular and circular shelters were
installed and operated with no difficulty. The gastight doors exhibited no trouble in installation,
but the operation of the locking mechanism for both the large and small type doors was very
difficult if the mechanism was not given a minimum amount of maintenance.

The handle of the large gastight door in shelter RAd was broken off at one of the preshot
trials. The point of failure was located where the circular section becomes square in order to
engage the sliding locking bar. Replacement parts from an extra door were substituted, and the
door functioned properly.

The rectangular type C shelters had a large blast door of a different type than the other
shelters. While structurally adequate and of simple design, the latching mechanism did not al-

tow for an easy engagement of the stationary lugs on the door frame. Shelter RCa was particu-
larly difficult to close. Another ecoatrucUon dffliculty arose with the size of the grout pocket
recesses. As suppUed by the West German Government, the door anchors required recesses
10 by 10 by 6 in. to accommodate them.

All emergency-exit hatch covers required eight grout pocket recesses, and such work wu
done in the field according to the revised drawings.
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TABLE A.4-LABORATORY TEST RESUJLTS (CYLINDERS)

Test results, psi

taructure Members 7 days 28 days 90 days

RAa Floor slab 2140 3030

2190 3210
2200 3150

Walls and roof s)ab 3400 3610 4030
3440 3540 4070

3360 3360 4130

RAb Floor slab 2100 2960
2130 3150
2100 3170

SWalls and roof slab 2680 3430 5010

2670 3560 4940
2700 3450 5130

RAc Floor slab 3260* 3750
3550
3500
3410
3650

Walls and roof slab 3420 3610 4090
3530 3540 4140
3570 3530 4150

RAd Floor slab 3160 3490
3170 3460
3200 3400

Walls and roof slab 2650 2530 4230

2570 3400 4070
2590 3300 4410

RCb Floor slab 2490 3330
2500 3300
2340 3340

Entrance wall 2220 3330
Walls and roof slab 4760

4920
4710

RCc Floor slab 2190 3080
Entrance wall 2530 3270

2480 2940

2370 3010
Walls and roof slab 1850 3080 3580

2470 3050 3370
2370 3000 1500

CA& Floor slab 3570
38O0
3730
3700
3020
3850

Walls and crown 2690 3710 4400
3360 3780 4460

3480 3760 4160
CAb Floor slab .,"0 3100

2*30 2370

3010 3068
Wuitl al w Crown 2710 3394 30W

20 3410 3t10
360 3300 34W

RCA Floor st" 84 two 40

ti10 3100

Wall m al ru slab UtI LI LW

up up UO

tUo *JW up

"*14. w ,,,i••1.

-ItI305



TABLE AS- LABORATORY TEST RESULTS (CUBES)

Test results, psi

Structure Members 7 days 28 days

RA& F~aor slab 2338 2843

2251 2878
j 2266 2944

Walls and roof slab 3276 3328

3272 3176
3200 3273

RAb No results
RAc No results
RAd Walls and roof slab 2572 J768

2580 3706
2544 3362

CAa Walls and crown 2909 3374

2364 3280
3146 3323

CAb No results
RCa No results
RCb No results
RCc Entrance walls 2455 3146

3547

TABLE A.6-LABORATORY TEST RESULTS (BEAMS)

Test results, psi

Structure Members 28 days 90 days

RAa Walls and roof 547 609
506 R!T*
549 RITO

R.Ab Walls and roof 549 503
538 483

502 599l
RAc Walls and roof 215 400

265 415
290 385

RAd Walls and roof 632 572
597 632
633 623

CA* Walls sad crown 5!7 601
807 S84
542 630

CAb Walls sad crowl S13 593
576 935

Sol SaoRC& ~~S wat WW a V 9NqC. Wills said roo fJ 4115

3)3 478
":3 $Is

XCb W611. WW romf $S1 441
"41 459

RCc .1lh am r 41S S8

fT-ntilsra,,d ito trstil.

3,4 f
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TABLE A.7-AVERAGE VALUES OF CONCRETE TEST DATA

Structure

RAa RAb RAc RAd CAa CAb RCa RCb RCc

7 Days
Cylinders (floor slab) 2177 2110 32600 3176 2983 2650 2388t 2392t
Cylinder* (walls and roof) 3400 2683 3506 2603 2910 2690 2430
Cubes (floor slab) 2285 2455
Cubes (walls and roof) 3249 2565 2806

28 Days
Cyllnd-.s (floor slab) 3130 3093 3572 3450 3711 2987 2997 3325t 3080t
Cylinders (walls and roof) 3503 3480 3526 31410 3743 3330 3043
Cubes (floor slab) 2888 3347

Cubes (walls and roof) 3259 3612 3326
Beams (walls and roof) 534 529 257 620 522 560 325 459 451

90 Days
Cylinders (walls and roof) 4076 5026 4126 4236 4440 3896 4799 3483
Beams (waDs and roof) 603 528 400 609 602 603 495 479 586

*One test-17 days.
tAverage of floor slab and ertrance wall.

TABLE A.8-CONCRETE-HAMMER TESTS EEQUTVALENT CYLINDER STRENGTH. PSI)*

Wall facing GZ Wall away from CZ Roof olab Floor slabHammesr

Structure No. Preshot Postsbot Preshot Poetshot Preshot Postshot Preshot Postshot

RA& 1 3200 2750 3150 3400 3700 44SO 1800 .S00
2 5M0 6040 6225 3720

RAb 1 3350 2750 3300 2750 M500 2400 1450 2400
6150 6040 63f0 5675

RAt 1 3300 2100 3350 3600 3400 2100 1330 2M50
47,00 306100 5000

RAd 1 3400 2400 3300 1400 3530 21w4 150 1650
64 "00 6160 6310 3%70

CAX 1 3300 11130 31&0 t1504 3500 260 1,50 so0O
S5350 340 6330 400

Rsos 500 55$0*! 4760

HIM14mmr Me I spaMl&.d bir 11olf"Ps 6 Nrvt. loc. (Me. 1439), beftowt So. 3 4maed by rrDA.

d:



TABLE A.9-TYPICAL CONCRETE-MDX DEMOGI

Per cent passing U. . standard sieve

meve size Fine aurepts Coarse aggrepgt Combined

1.5 in. 100.0 100.0
1/In. 59.0 76.4
% in. 11.6 49.2
04 100.0 1.4 43.3
96 78.8 33.5
916 57.0 24.2
930 32.9 14.0
950 17.9 7.8
9100 4.3 1.8

F.M. 3.091 7,260 5.498
spectflc g•avity

(S. and 8.0.) 2.47 2.665

Mix design for ame cubic yard of concrete ti 3000 psi.
Absolute volume of aarepte in one cubic yard of concrete-19.73 cu ft.
Weight of oae cubic yard batch of aggrepte-3240 lb.

Absolute vol..
Per cent Batch wt.. lb cu ft

Gravel 2000 12.03
ftnd. dry 39 1188 7.70
F'e waLer to said. 6.2 I 4C35 32 0.64

1240 1240
Wttsr. added 38.S pal 237 3.60
Cemmet. 5.5 sacks 517 2.3

Total 27.00
buaimum slump - S In,

'S.



TABLE A.10- LABORATOEY TEET RESULTS OF REINFORCEMENT

Yield stress, psi Ultimate sire", psi EloasUoti c

Type Average Low Higb Average Low N0 Avrap Low High

S mm 0.137 47,300 52.400 64,937 61,450 616116"0 20.7 19.00 22.00
10 mm 49.737 47,550 51.750 63.542 60,160 "A,"50 20.50 20.00 21.00
12 mm 41,32 37.900 43,750 $2,537 0,550 S4,600 30.00 27.00 3U.-0

14 mi 42.812 41.100 44,200 62,326 ",200 61,100 25.62 21.00 324.0
16 mm 41,400 37.100 44,600 64,837 50,000 58.350 30.75 27.00 32.50
18 mm 43,425 41,700 45,650 57,537 57,150 58,710 31.25 30.00 32.50
20 mm 42.750 40.600 44.250 53,125 65,050 59.,90 31.25 23.00 36.00
26 mm 40,937 40,100 42.800 54,725 52,600 54,100 30.63 29.50 33.00

tn. 0 40,794 71,395 24.1
341. 0 43,340 65.237 25.0
1 .int. 9 47.539 65,935 28.1

.Per cent elongatUoo for S1-in. specimen.

TABLE A. Il-IN-PLACE DENSTIY TEST RESULTS

ln-platv denity, lb/cu' fa

Exiating eo; bacldill flackfll mid-belitU
Structure (sr.) t mnd-smight at final Irda reeding*

P-%4 111 11 lIt North
Iot t:tn t e 135
RAX 113 lIb 130 oeabth
"i ~ 113 115 12n South
CA& 111 113 IMI Uvllm
CAb 113 111 !.30 Hank
RCa 1ItT I0 Is3e &-f.-I

R•b II1 !l N-t lebsalk~l
RCv 130

NXorw bw ,vi AlfturvP hLl Cl; th, sBW of ulfvertre Wisag Aver tt
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7*4j

Fig. A.-1Eub"w cw4#vtn ofbslabcnn formwlotw (strcm.ictu RA) (p 5 %



Fig. A.3-Placeri ent of haw-OA. inforcement (structure RA) (Apr. 28, 19-57).
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Fig. A.S--Partially erected wall and roof slab, interior formwork (structuare RA) (May 1, 1957).

fig. A.6IuMowrq Iqnmwoeb tmw~v.* plecow-se. 4 u411 ..t~ceiact bý"u (twwcwo RA)

Ito



Fig. A.'--Erected fornwotb6 for entranceway walls and roof

stab (stswture RA) (May 4, I1,57).

p MW

Fi.A9It, 4 o ;0 vv _or w*t(u.t wl~
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Fig. A.11-Wa~l. arid roof-slab rekrsfolcement placed, erecting

exterior fowymwork~ (stnuctture RA) (May 10, 19-57).

IF~ A 7 -M
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Ftg. A.11- Erection of base-slab fotmwork (stricture CA)

(Apt. 25, 1957).

SA z.~--a - -c-~;-t 4 stt¶Wtw~ C 4k



Fig. A.13-Plectment of bae"-slab reirdotcoemnt (stucucws CA)

Owlay 5, 1957).

Vfg A ",,a* -~ fvm'ii .ttrwwp %:A)



fig. A. i5-Interior fonmwouli ertcted (stxu'.cu CA)

(M4ay 22. 1957).
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Fig- A. IStructutg, mic rdate I ptil.'r ts., coi~twct plgccrtlegl

(1trw tugc CA) (lane- 14S )

.* .
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Fig. A.19-Placomewat of base-stab tmtaiescemeatnt Uwaactuft RtC) C~Asy 1, 1957).
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Appendix B

AS-BUILT DRAWINGS
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Appendix C

ANALYSIS OF TYPE A RECTANGULAR STRUCTURE

C.A GENERAL

ThL 3helter was designed by German engineers for a static loading condition (Sec. 1.4).
Four shelters of this type were built at various pressure levels and tested during shot Smoky
of Operation Plumbbob. All fou" shelters withstood the effects of the blast with little or no
damage to the main body of the shelter. On the basis of the limited damage incurred, it was
deemed advisable to analyze the roof slab of this shelter type by the conventional ultimate-
strength theory to ascertain whether this method of analysis would substantiate the actual
damage sustained by this member.

C.2 BLAST LOADING

Shelter RAa was specifically analyzed. This shelter, placed closest to GZ (see Fig. i.4),
was the most heavily loaded. The loading of this structure, for the purpose of analysis, was
the actual free-air pressure-time load as recorded at the location of this structure (Fig. C.1).
No attenuation due to the earth• cover was assumed.

C.3 STRENGTH CR'fERIA

The struocture was analyzed for dynamic behavior by use of the ultimate-strength theory.
Compressive strength of concrete was 4000 psi and was determine0 as the average value

obtained from the 90-day test cylinders (preshot). Reinforcing steel was smooth round bars
sent from West Germany. The static unit stress at a yield of 43,800 psi was also the average
of values obtained from the test specimens. The increase in strength under dynamic loads was
taken into account with the use of dyramic increase factors obtained from Ref. 4 (see dynamic
analysis, Sec. C.8). The dynamic increase factors were determined as closely as possible, de-
pending oa the rate of strain under the blast loading.

C.4 ANALYSIS

In general, the analyses of the. various members of the structure which are exposed to the
blast consist in the solution of the equation of motion, F - R = Me , where F is the applied
blast force, R is the internal resistance of the structural member, Me is the mass of an equiv-
aent single-degree-of -freedom system,4 and K is the acceleration of the mass.

This equation of motion can be readily solved by any of several numerical-integration5

methods. The numerical method Illustrated in this appendix for the analysis of the rool slab of
the shelter is the Acceleration Impulse Zxtrapolation Method describeO in Ref. 4.

235
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Poisson's rktiD for reinforced concrete is usually taken to vary between 0.10 and 0.166.
In this analysis, Poisson's ratio has been taken as zero. Previous experience has indicated
that the effect of Poisson's ratio may be considered negligible over the entire range from
elastic to plastic behavior of the structural member.

C.5 ARCHITECTURAL AND STRUCTURAL DRAWINGS

Architecturally, the shelter was constructed as shown in Chap. 1, Fig. 1.1. The as-built
drawings shown in Appendix B, Figs. B.1.1 to B.A.3, show the actual reinforcement arrange-
ment placed in the field. As is clearly indicated by these drawings, there is very little devia-
tion from the original reinforcement details. No modifications other than those recorded on
the as-built drawings were made to any of the constructed shelters.

C.6 NOMENCLATURE

As = area of steel
a = depth of compression block of th- slab
b = width of the slab
d = distance from extreme compressive fiber to centroid of tension L( ce

in tensile reinforcement
E = modulus of elasticity
f• = static ultimate compressive unit stress of concrete

fýi = dynamic ultimate compressive stress of concrete
fa = static unit stress of steel at yield

fd, = dynamic unit stress of steel at yield
IC = moment of inertia of cracked section
Iu = moment of inertia of uncracked section
K = stiffness of member
LI = clear span of member In short direction
L 2 = clear span of member in long direction
m = mass of the member

Mo = moment at the centerline of the member
Ms = moment at the support of the member

n = ratio of modulus of elasticity of steel to that of concrete
r = unit resistance of the member

R = total resistance of the member
T = period of vibration of the member

ult = ultimate
x = deflectin of the member W LW4
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Note: The ultimate resistance of panel I is governed by the continuous portion of the slab.

The ultimate resistance of panel II is governed by the moment capacity of the wall below the

haunch. Assume the outer strips of panels I and 11 have one-half the moment and shear capac-

ity of their respective midstrips.
SfU = 4000 psi

C psi Average values of test results
fs= 43,800 psil
d = 24 in. - 3 in. = 21 in. Average values for both directions
d' = 24 in. -6 in. = 18 in.I
v ý Poisson's ratio (for mcinforced concrete) = 0

Reinforcement:
Diameter (mm' Diameter (in.)

8 0.315

12 0.473
16 0.630
20 0.788
26 1.025

C.7 ULTIMATE STATIC RESISTANCE OF SLAB

C.7.1 Panel I

S= 

42' (by trial and error solution)

x = tan 0 (S.92) = 3.53 ft

SArea-

Positive reinforcement = (0.630)2 = 0.75 sq in./ft
4 5

Negative reinforcement =-4 (0.473)2 ( = 0.35 sq in./ft c

Negative-moment capacity (per foot):

A, fs 0.35 (43.8)
a 0.85b(Ref. 1) 0.85 (12) (4) 0.376 in.

Ms u't = Asfs (d -a) (Ref. 1) 0.35 (43.8) (21 - 0"376) = 26.6 kf/ft

Positive-moment capacity (per foot):

a = 0.75 (0.376) = 0.805 in.
0.35

Mt ult 0.75 (43.8) (21 - P-805 56.4 Id/ft

337
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Total positive and negative moments:

Emult = (Me + Mr)3 L4

= (26.6 + 56.4) (0.75) (7.84) = 488 k/

Total resistance of panel I:

R& ult WI- 488 41k

R (1/3) (3.53) = 415 k

Unit resistance of panel I:

415rA ult y-- = 30.0 kaf = 208 psi

13.85

C.7.2 Panel 1 1

A 4 in slab - 37(1.025)1 (r) - 30.6 sq in. 2.34 sq in./ft

4

A. in wall 16(1.025)2 () 13.2 sqin. 1.00 sqin./ft .

As in wall [8(l.025)1 + 25(0.630)] (w) 14.4 sq in. =1.10 sq in./ft

Positive-moment capacity: •L1

30.6 (43.8) - 2.5 in.

a 0.85(4) (12) (13.1)

Mt 30.6 (43.8) (21 -2) = 26,500 in k = 2200 ki = 181.5 k1/ft

Negative-moment capacity: (section beWow wall haunch is critical)

Taking into account the effect of the axial load,

M, = Afsm + 0.85f' aq(I -1) 4+ A'fsn (Ref. 1)

where A3 = tension reinforcement in the wall - 13.2 sq in.
A's = compression reinforcement in the wall - 14.4 eq in.

n a distance from centroid of compression steel to center line of wall -. 75 ft
m - distance from centroid of tension steel to center line of wall - 0.75 It
q = equivalent length of loaded area
h a distance from center line of wall to centroid of panel
t - wall thickness a 2 It

(2h - 0t)4Y(N-n -A, h W-M
& -n - ht + YPa.- * -

3 4 0.43S 4q

13.85 (3.M) + 5.06 (3.931 (3.96) * 24.24
N 13.85 + 5.04 (3.92) * 14.24

3•t



S45.8 + 78.6 + 24.24 ft

13.85 + 19.8 + 24.24

q " 5.06 4 -(12.12 - 5.06) - 10.35 ft

! ,. _[2(2.57) - 21

2

(57) - 2.57(2) + 14.4 (43.8) (2.57 - 0.75) - 13.2 (43.8) (2.57 + 0.75) - 2200
4- 0.425 (4.0) (10.36) (144)

1150 - 1920 - 2200
aa1.57 * V6.60-5.14+1 2520

a a 0.34 ft - 4.08 in.

MU 13.2 (43.8) (0.75) + 0.85 (4.00) (4.08) (12) (10.36) (- 4--) ; 14.4 (43.8) (0.75)

Me - 434 + 1431 + 473 - 2338 hI = 193 k-ft/ft

Total positive and negative moments:

Z Mu1 = Me I Mt = 2338 + 2200 = 4538 ki

Actual total resistance of panel H:

R,- it A;16 - As 5 + 0.S5f. sq

- 14.4 (43.8) - 13.2 (43.8) + 0.85 (4.0) (0.34) (10.36) (144)

= 631 -. 578 + 1725 - 1778 k

Unit resistance of panel n1:

1778
r a uit = .---o 30.6 kst - 212 psi J 40 psi

Average unit rtsistance of total slab:

(177: + 415)() ( 30.5 k)

Ultimate static resistance of total slab:

R (773 + 415) (2) - 4390 k

En Ow forogoing computations, the ultimate static capacity of the slab was computed. Now-
ever. the ctual loads Applief to the structure are dynamic in nature. Under this dynamsic load.
the capacity of thr -lab is considerably hihir thxn the static capacity. depending on the time
for the rtinforctPment to reach its yield point. To take ths inct"s in strength into account.
the static capecity may be incre"sd by a dynamic Increase factor. These factors may be ob-
tained from Af. 4 i the time for the rVinforcementu to reach yield is known- Since yielding of
the reinforcement throughoat the slab does nw occur simultenously. the dynamic increase
factor will be ddfler'ent for each of the critical osctions in the slab. For this reason, the static

as.
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resistance-oeflection curve for the slab will be computed first; then, during the dynamic analy-
sis, this curve will be modified by the dynamic increase factors applicable to each of the criti-
cal sections, depending on the time required for each of these seclions to reach yield.

C.8 COMPUTATION OF STATIC RESISTANCE-DEFLECTION CURVE (Fig. C.2)

C.S.1 Yield of Negative Reinforcement of Panel I

.ote: The member is considered fixed all around.

Panel I

bI 12.12 =10
Ll a 11.84

Negative moment of beginning of yield along edge

Mst = 0.0518 Ar i4 (Ref. 2, p. 140)

Unit resistance at first yield

-ti 26.6 366kat 25.4psi
0.051814 0.0518 (11.84)1

Total resistance of slab at first yield

R, = 3.66 (11.84) (12.12) = 527 k

Positive moment at first yield

" 14. 57.5 (Ref. 2, p. 140)

.ar 14 3.66 (11.84)' .4k ft<5. iMt = 4 5-75 = 5. 8.94 kI It c 56.4 kI'•ft
It ý7_T 57,5

positive reinforcmrnent has not yielded as yet.

Panel 11

Segative moment at first yield

mot N 0.0530 .Ir L4 (Ref. 2, p. 140)

- 0.0530 (3.66) (11.84)'

- 2'.2 kfI 'ft•c 193 k 'ift

twpattve r~inforromvtst has not ywkfrd as yt.

Puwmilvr moment at firit yield

- 54.17 (Ret. 2, p. 140)
Mt,

3.6 .01.8 ) 41 .
- -4.-1 - 9.9 kf "it 1181 .5 k'ft
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positive reinforcement has no't yielded as yet.

Properties of Slab at First Yield

E a 1000 Cf- 4 x 101 psi (Ref. 3)

Average percentage of reinforcement for the cracked moment of inertia

1/2(0.35 + 1.00) 0p6
Average negative reinforcement p- 12(21) =OOX

Average positive reinforcement * 1p (.5+234 .0112(21)

0.00268 . 0.00610Average per cent re.nforcement a 2 a0.00439

Average moment of inertia (Ref. 4)

n a 1.5 pa. 0.00439 .. F - 0.024

12 12 =1~0 n

IC=Fbd' - 0.024(12) (21)' 2670 in! (Ref. 3)

I av. a 38 67 25i

Deflection at !irst crack

X, . q (0.01 58); t3 12 1 12(8235) 8 235 cu in.
E t, b 12

0.1, (2=4 (11.84 - 12)' 0.00499 in. 0.000416 ft
4 - 10' (8235)

Stiffness

K, 4 k.6 .- t-' 1.27 x 1OA k,/ft

C.8.2 Yield of S4eptiv* Reinforcement of Panel U1

NIote: The member is assumed hie~d on sides L, and pin supported on s14.E.%.

Panol Ul

Sep'.iv moment at beginning of' % 14 along odge

142(Ret. 2. p. 236)

ama-193 27 - 164 ki'It

1 64k1412)
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Positive moment at accnod yield

AM1 , - (Ref. 2, p. 2361

1 6.8(11.84)' . 68.4 kf/ft

1.4 + 68.4 - 77.8 kf/ft c 181.5 Wi/ft

positvw reiolorcement has not yielded as yet.

Panel I

Positive moment at second yield

1, ar 2 L'.!! 1O. ale.A
65.4 35.4

,%N3 - 36.0 ki/lt

MQ - 8.9 + 36.0 - 44.9 kf/ft < 5O.4 kS/ft

.* positive reinforcement has ro( yielded as yet.

Properties ol Slab at Second field

Renistance of slab at second yield

-R, = 16.8(12.12) (11 $41 * 2415 k

R, a Itt + afR, z 527 + 2415 = 2942 k

Defltction of slab at second yield

0.0234 &r, 1 (Ref. 2, p. 236)
E t,

0.0234 (117) (1164 v 12)'

4 X1--O• 35 - 0.0340 in. = 0.00283 ft

Xi - X. *, •Xz - 0.000416 * 0.00283 - 0.00325 ft

Stiffness

I R • 2.415 31 10,
Kj 6~-. 52 x 0*

C.6.3 Yield of Positlve Rel*orcement of Pmrel I

?Pte: The member is assumed as simply supported sll aruund.

Psntl I

"• - " .- i (Ref 2. 232)

27.3

a ~t, - ... 4 44.9 - 11.5 ki ft
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(11.5274)" A.24 kaf 15.6 psi

• ~Panel !a

&14 L4 (Rot. 2, p. 232)26.2

2.'S.(1l"84) - 12.0 i/ft

MU - 77.8 + 12.0 - 89.8 kg/ft < 181.5 kf/ft

positive reinforcement has not yielded as yet.

Properties of Slab at Third Yield

Resitance of slab at third yield

.-%3 - 2.24 (12.12) (11.84) = 322 k

R3 a R* + %R3 = 2942 + 322 - 3264 k

Deflection of slab .! third yield

0.0506 .•r3 L4

""X3 = 0.t5 (Ref. 2, p. 232)

= O (11.84 x12)' 0.00985 in. 2 0.000621 ft

X3 z XZ + %X3 a 0.00325 * 0.000821 a 0.00407 ft

Stiffness

K3 -R 3.22 x 10z 3.93 x 10' k/ft
.%X, 8.21 , 10-4

C.8.4 Yield of Positive Retinorcement of Panel 11

Note: The member is assumed simply supported in one direction.

Panel II

Total statir reC*.,',"ke, of slab

P, - R .|• - 4390 It

AR, - 439 3264 - 1126 k

112811.2 •-- - 7.64 kst - 54.4 ps

Rosisttrq oif P&aw It

%R4 .- 7.54 (t$.0) - 454 k
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Reaction of unit mid-strip

454
4ARmid = 10.36 44.0 k/ft

Total load on unit mid-strip

W - 44.0 (2) = 88.0 k/ft

Properties of Slab at Fourth Yield

Deflection of slab at fourth yield

SW
AX4 = 5 (Ref. 4)

384 El

AX4 = 5(88.0) (11.84 - 12)f 0 100f in. = 0.W0838 ft

384 (4) (10') (8235)

X, ý X3 + %X4 = 0.00407 + 0.00838 = 0.01245 ft

Stiffness

AR4  1.126 x 103
-= 1.35 x101k/ft

AX4 8.8 x 10-

C.9 DYNAMIC ANALYSIS

Dead Load (Assume overburden 1 100 pcf)

Fdl = Rd, = [0.15(2.0) + 0.10(4.0)1 (11.84) (12.12) - 100.5 k

Mass

Panel I - 2(13.85) (0.15(2.0) + 0.10(4.0)] (1/32.2) - 0.602 k-secz/ft

Panel II z 2(58.C) [0.15(2.0) + 0.10(4.0)1 (I/32.2) = 2.521 k-secl/ft

Total mass (m) a 3.123 k-secz/ft

Equivalent Mass

Elastic, M, .[0.610 * 0.156 (-- m ,Ref. 5)

- [0.610 * 0.154 (1.02 - 1)1 3.123 - 1.93 k-secl!ft

viasto-plasticm, a - [0.630 -. oIo 1) m (Rof. 5)
(between second sad
third yields) - (0.630 * 0.160 (1.02 - 1)] (3.13) - 1.97 k-soc/,Tt

(aftrr £esrth
)-ie W) (0.02) 4(12.12) 3(11.44) •'521

0.301 - 1.290 1.59 k-swcf ft
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Elasto-plastic, mi n 1.95 k-secl/ft
(between first and
second yields)

Eamito-plastic, m 4  0.68 m (Ref. 4)
(between thizr and 0.68 (3.123) 2.12 k-sec2 /ft

fourth yields)

Summary of equivalent mass

in, 1.92 k-sec 2 't

in 1.95 k-sec2 lft

m3 = 1,97 K-secl/ft

mA = 2.12 k-sec2ift

mn z 1.59 k-sec t /ft

Note: Assume that the dead load and the preliminary part of the pressure curve to t 23.0
msec (time 0.00 of dynamic arniasis) act as n static load.

Period

T- 2 2,;_ 17.92 x 10-3 "c". K,  1.27 x 10

S 7.74 x 104 sec
10

Use time intervals of at ý 0.00025 sec - t (Ratf. 4)

Static Load

F"static Fdl + F PP 100.5 + 36(0.144: (11.84) (12.12)

F s  R% - 100.5 , 745 - $46k - 527 k

Under the static load, the slab hast undergone first yielc and is in the eLASO- pkiAtic state
between th, first and second yields.

Xtii, X, " (848 527) ' K2

3.9
0.00042 * 01 0.000790 It

Properties of SLAb for Dynamic Analvsis 'statict-1rd effets drduci',,.

Srt"ud yield

A• i-t R -2942 846 ZM k

. - X. X, 0.0A)325 0.007T9 - C 00206 it

K, 5.52 w to' k It

Third YrwLd

Mt!- R, R, - 3M4 $46 - 241siL
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6X = X3 - Xg = 0.00407 - 0.0079 = 0.00328 ft

K3 = 3.93 x 10' kflt

Fourtth yield:

6&R - Re 4390 - 646 - 3544 k

.%X - X, - X6 = 0.01245 - 0.00079 & 0.01166 ft

K,-- 1.35 x 10' k/ft

Note: These properties are for statically appled ktids. They must be modified by dynamic
increase factors in the dynamic analysis.

Analysis Constants

at' (0.00025)' w 6.25 x 10-4 sec'

at' 6.25 10.4

S653.260 10"4 ft/k
t 1 92

At' 6.25 10-4
t3 3.20 x 104 ft k

n-2 1.95

it 625 x10~ 3.17 %r 104 ft'k
m] 1.97

At, 6.25 x 10" 2.95 x 10-4 ft/k

m4 2.12

A•t, 6.25 x 10..40-
1. 5j- 3.93 x I0- ft /k

ms 1.59

Acceleration Impulse ExtrapoLati,'n Method

This method will be used mn the dynamic analysis as described in Ref. 4.

X ".. 2X,. X a i, an (.It)-, (Ref. 4)

F = P(12.12) (11.34) (144) 745 - 20.7 P 745 k

F. R"
an

1_ F, ir 4 j 0  
1 _ 12.31 ft '..c.

X- a, Mt !7 31 t6.25 + 1 - 0 11"O ÷ 10-4 ft

KaAItmaum rr *ixta a oft aL1b -- 313S - "6 - 4041 k ý Tat-to C I I

Utaximun dvflvcla of slab - i05 - ~ 10-' - 60 + 10- ft iTa. C 1)

N.*ev The rvaistacc of the sLab wv~uAd vibr-4tc 4b~t 11w k"cin~rv after the first r rer1a;
tbve;--vthr 11w Axzcft rvotstamtwcti *1 w prra4wa~ at thv fir-, rvyrsrwal 04 the slab. It 4AMPta



were in the analysis, the maximum resistance of the slab would be between 5% and 10 ner cert
less than that obtained above. Note further that the maximum resistance attained was consider-

& iably 'ess than the plastic yield of the total slab and that the maximum deflection attained was
only about 1A2 in.

C.10 CHECK OF SHEAR (Ref. 6)

C.10.1 Diagonal Tuision, Panel II

Note: For diagonal tension, the critical section is at a distance d from the interior edge of
the haunch.

Check diagonal tension stresses at the maximujm resistance of the slab.

t = 24 ir

d = 21 in. = 1.75 ft

x = 2 + 1.75 = 3.75 ft __- --._"

K = 4081 maximum resistance of slab

4081 _28.41ksf 22

Atot = A, + A2 = 51.0 sq ft I
A2 = 5.0e(2.17) + 2.17(2.17) (0.90)

= t5 24 sq ft

12.12 + 3.96

A, = 12.12(2.0) + 2 (1.75)

= 42.69 sq ft

Total shear at d from support line (1) - T)

VT = 28.1(15.?4' 433 k

Shear per toot

V = !23 = 48.3 k/ft
8.96

Actual unit thear

48.3 : 192 psi - 3.04 V-c
12(21)

C.I0.2 Pure Shea', Panel II

Check pure shear in panel 1I at edge of haunch dnd face of wall at L iaximum resistance
o! the slab.
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Pure Shear at Edge of Haunch

Total shear along edge of haunch at maximum resistance.

VT = (58.0 - 24.24) 28.4 = 958 k

Shear per foot

2 (V (0.86) + 10.40 V =958 k
2L 086 040'_ 086'

12 12'

11.26V = 958 k

V 85 k/ft

Actual unit pure shear

85
V 12(21) = 0.337 ksi = 337 psi = 0.0845 fI

Pure Shear at Face of Wall

Total shear along face of wall at maximum resistance

VT = (58.0- 12.12) 28.4 = 1300 k

Shear per foZ' (shear distribution same as at edge of haunch)

11.26 V = 1300

V = 155 k/ft

Actual unit pure shear

115
V =- 115 +- - 0.290 ksi = 290 psi = 0.0725 f,

12(21 + A2)

Diagonal Tension, Panel I

Check diagonal tension at maximum resistance

A= 13.85 sq ft

A2  3.95(l.78) 3 .5 2 sq ft (D -- " -

2~ Al I
7.84 + 3.95 • ?e!'

A 2 -- (1.75) - 10.32 sq ft-

w - 28.4 ksf

Total shear at d from support (line Ol - .. )

VT = 28.4 (3.52) = 100.0 k
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Shear per foot

i 100.0V = = 25.3 k/ft

Actual unit shear

25.3
V -z = 0.1003 ksL= 100.3 psi = 1.59 V1q12(21)
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TABLE C.l-DYNAMIC ANALYSIS

tXl10, F. - Rl, At 2/m x l0t, A.At X 10', X.! x 10',
n sec F,, k R,, k k ft/k ft ft Remarks

0 0.0 0 0.320 0.770 0.770 R, = 527 k
1 2.5 144 1 143 0.320 4.576 6.116 X, - 4.16 x 10-4 ft Fig. C.2
2 5.0 287 5 282 0.320 9.024 20.486 K1 = 1.27 x 106 k/fj
3 7.5 432 17 415 0.320 13.280 48.136 Elasto-plastic

DIF = 1.30 (Ref. 4)
.'.The dynamic properties

are for 2nd yield
4 10.0 578 41 537 0.320 17.184 92.970 AR = 2096 (1.3)
5 12.5 723 79 644 0.320 20.608 158.412 = 2725 k See page6 15.0 871 135 736 0.,320 23.552 247.406 AX = (1.3) (0.0C246 ft)25

7 17.5 1005 211 794 0.320 25.408 361.808 = 32.0 x 10-4 ft

8 20.0 1139 308 831 0.320 26.592 502.802 K2 = 8.52 x 105 k/ft
9 22.5 1293 428 865 0.320 27.680 671.476

10 25.0 1445 572 873 0.320 27.936 868.086
11 27.5 1590 740 850 0.320 27.200 1091.896
12 30.0 1735 930 805 0.320 25.760 1341.466
13 32.5 1858 1143 715 0.320 22.880 1613.916
14 35.0 1980 1375 605 0.320 19.360 1905,726
15 37.5 2064 1623 441 0.320 14.112 2211.648
16 40.0 2147 1884 263 0.320 8.416 2525.986
17 42.5 2195 2152 43 0.320 1.376 2841.700
18 45,0 2242 2421 -179 0.320 -5.728 3151.686
19 47.5 2266 2685 -419 0.320 -13.408 3448.264 Second yield

20 50.0 2292 2823 -5131 0.317 -16.963 3727.879 For third yield
DIF = 1.27 (Ref. 4)

21 52.5 2308 2932 -624 0.317 -19.781 3987.713 AR = 1.27 (2418)
-3071 k See

AX 32.0 x 10-4 + 346 pages
3.93 x 107 245 and

40.8 x 10-1 ft 246

K3 = 3.93 x 10' k/ft

22 55.0 2324 3035 -711 0.317 -22.539 4225.008 Third yield
For fourth yield

23 57.5 2339 3091 -752 0.295 -23.794 4438.509 AR 3544 k See page

K4  1.35 x 10' k/ft 246
24 60.0 2352 3119 -767 0.295 -22.627 4629.333

25 62.5 2363 3145 -782 0.295 -23.069 4797.188

26 65.0 2366 3168 -802 0.295 -23.659 4941.334

27 67.5 2368 3187 -819 0.295 --24.161 5061.319

28 70.0 2370 3203 --833 0.295 -24.574 5156.730

29 72.5 2381 3216 -835 0.295 -24.633 5227.508

30 75.0 2391 3226 -835 0.295 -24.688 5273.598

31 77.5 2401 3232 --831 0.295 -24.515 5295.173 maximum deflection

K 1.27 x 10' k/ft
32 80.0 2397 3235 -838 0.295 -24.721 5292.027

33 82.5 2393 3231 -838 0.295 -24.721 5264.160

34 85.0 23S9 3196 -807 0.295 -23.807 5212.486

35 87.5 2385 3130 -745 0.295 -21.978 513S.834
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Appendix D

FILM-BADGE MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES

D.1 GENERAL

On Operation Plumbbob film-badge dosimetry measurements were made primarily for the
Civil Effects Test Gro,'.. In addition, some measurements were made for the Department of
Defense, the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory, Holmes & Narver, the Naval Radiological D'-
fense Laboratory, and Edgerton, Germeshausen & Grier, Inc. Instrumentation was generally
made to determine dose vs. distance (RD2 vs. D) for a given event. Measurements were also
made in shelters and in various other structures and test devices. Methods were essentially
the same as those used on Operation Teapot (EG&G Report No. 1387). The controls required to
ensure uniformity of measurements and the sensitometric problems encountered during the
program are discussed in the following pages.

Four special types of film in two dental packets were used in making the measurements.
The films used were Du Pont 502, 510, and 606, and Eastman SO-1112. An Eastman neutron-
monitoring film was tried at the beginning of the operation, but use was discontinued because
of extreme gamma darkening.

A 7-curie Coo0 source was used to furnish irradiated controls for the interpretation of film
badge, used for each event. These badges were handled and processed with the field badges.

D.2 CALIBRATION

A Co6s gamma calibration system (shown in Fig. D.1) was arranged so that 10 badge as-
semblies were consecutively administered in three sets, logarithmically progressive exposures
from 0.05 to 5 x 103 r. Table D.A indicatcs the tinie of exposure, the dose rate, and the dose
administered to the film. The readings listed in the table are accurate to 5 per cent.

Thirty badges were administered doses from 0.05 to 5 x 103 r; eighte,ýn of the badge doses
overlapped for standardization. Distances necessary to obtain the required doses with one ex-
posure per series remained identical for each corresponding badge.

The source was placed in a cradle at one end of a calibration range table in such a manner
that the center of the source beam passed through the center of the badges. The source was
adjusted to the same position for each exposure so that, .. k e the correct distances were es-
tablis)"'d, they could be automatically reproduced each time

Distances were determined with a 25-r Victoreen r-meter, which had recently been cali-
brated by National bu, au of Standards. Exposures were timed to obtain mid-scale readings
for greatest accuracy. The badges were placed directly behind each other in a straight and
level line away from the source; the calibrated positions were determined by use of identical
dummy assemblies for attenuation. Total opening and closing time of the source was approxi-
mately 4 sec. This length of time tould cause, at the most, a 2 per cent error (n the 200-see

*This information was extracted from Edgerton, Germeshausen & Grier, Inc., report
No. 321 to the AEC.
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exposures, and negligible error on all the others. It is believed an over-all accuracy of better
than 5 per cent was maintained on administered doses.

Actual shot calibrations were made the morning of a shot on film badges that were assem-

bled and handled with the field badges. All badges were developed together, with gray scales

spaced at equal intervals throughout the reel. Ranges accurately covered by the dosimeter
films were:

Du Pont 502 .......... ............... .0.1 to 10 r
Du Pont 510 ............ ............... 8 to 300 r
Du Pont 606 .......... ............... 200 to 600 r
Eastman SO-1112 ........ ............. 800 to 5 x 104 r

The Du Pont film packet is shown in Fig. D.2.

Owing to the accuracy limitations on administered doses, reading, and development, it was
necessary to consider a total possible error of 120 per cent. In addition, film irradiated in the
field tends to darken beyond the density obtainable with gainia calibration alone. This is oe-
lieved to be caused by some type of reciprocity failure, neutron effects (at closer range), ther-

mal and pressure effects, or from secondaries. Finally', solar effects must be taken into con-
sideration because film that has remained in the heat of the Nevada sun dues not behave in the
same way as fresh film.

D.3 FILM-BADGE HANDLING

Since each film badge consists of many parts, an assembly line was set up to handle ex-

posed film efficiently. EG&G badge parts are: a lighttight package containing the film; a plastic

box that serves as an electron diffuser; a special metal box made of a lamination of *in on the

inside with lead on the outside, which functions as a filter to make the film energy-independent;
a polyethylene bag to protect the badge against weather and contamination; and an identification
tab (see Fig. D.2). The total assembly was then wrapped in aluminum foil for protection against

thermal heat.
After recovery cf the film badges from the field, the outside plastic cases containing the

film and identification tab were then sorted and arranged numerically. The embossed film
number and the number of films in each badge were listed or a loading order data sheet.

The next step was to arrange the film packets in numerical order in a special dispenser
from which they were removed to be individually fastened together in the improved, more func-
tional, edge-taping machine developed by EG&G for this purpose (Fig. D.3). After being taped
cn this machine, approximately 200 complete badges--or 800 pieces of film-could be assem-
bled on a single reel and processed together. Although a single reel could contain more film,
it was found this armaount was the most convenient to handle.

When the processing operation nad been completed, the density of each film was measured

on a densitometer (Fig. D.4). Personnel working in pairs read the densities and simultaneously
determined the equivalent roentgen exposures from the curves made from the calibration
badges. The evaluated dosages were tabulated according to the proper film-badge number and
transferred to the data sheets for analysis.

D.4 FILM PROCESSING

Because of the similarity between visible-light and gamma-radiation (short -wave length)
sensitometry, precautions applicable to one must be applied to the other in the processing op-
eration. In both cases the relatiun between exposure and developed density can be determined

by means of a D - log F cvirve.
The shape of -c curve is dependent upon the degree of development of the irradiated film

in that, as development is increased, a given exposure will produce increasing values of density
until the point is reached where density will be unaffected by a further increase in development.
This point of complete development should theoretically be reached for optimum accuracy in

sensitonietric wvrk. However, owing to the severe limitation which would be noticed in the
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high-density range and to tensitometer errors that may result from high-density readings, any
advantages gained may be offset.

Although more control is required in the actual developing phase if development is not car-
.- ee to completion, several advantages can be noticed from partial development of the ftlm. A
family of D - log E characteristic curves for different development times of a typical medium-
speed emulsion is pref ented in Fig. D.5. The curve designated infinity repres-nts development
to completion. The curves of the incompletely developed films indicate that the range of expo-
sures overwhich the film is responsive is extended consideraly, covering nearly two orders
of magnitude beyond that ethibited by the completely developed film.

As can be seen from the fi'u,'e, the maximum density that an incompletely developed film
can attain is approximately 2.8. A further increase in exposure, rather than an increase in the
density to the saturation point, produces a definite reduction of density, or a reversal in expo-
sure response. This effect becomes more pronounced as development is decreased, until a point
is reached where the reiersal is minimized.

The curves for the incompletely developed emulsions indicate that two distinct slopes are
present, and, as development is reduced, both slopes tend to become more nearly equal. The
first slope of the curve is commonly referred to as the gamma of the D - log E curve.

Gamma initially increases very rapidly with an increase in development time; this rate
subsequently becomes less, and finally levels off with no further change. This leveling point is
known as gamma infinity, or complete development. The second slooe region of the curve is
less well defined because it is seldom a straightforward logarithmi, response (Fig. D.6). Its
average slope, however, exhibits considerably less change for different developing times than
does the value of gamma.

D.5 PROBLEMS OF PROCESSING CONTROL

Fresh developer must enter the emulsion by diffusion. Once in the emulsion, the developer
reacts with the exposed silver halides and forms complexes that must diffuse out of the emul-
sion before new developer can enter. Since the mild acid contained in the complexes retards
development, violent action is often necessary to separate these acids frcm the surface. Once
they have been removed, they diffuse throughout the developer and become neutralized or ren-
dered inactive by components of the solution placed there to serve as such a buffer.

If a film being developed remains idle in the solution, the acid-retarding development will
gradually be reduced by the buffer and development to completion can ultimately occur. How-
ever, when the film being processed is removed from the developer before complete develop-
ment takes place, physical aid is necessary tD remove the complexes from the emulsion sur-
face. The method presently employed makes use of 10 double-squeegee wipers to provide
agitation to the solution near the emulsion surface. This agitation is caused by the film moving
past a series of 10 knife-like edges similar to soft-rubber windshield wipers. These blades are
held in near contact %ith the emu'sion surface and set up a turbulent flow pattern of developer
as the filn. and a layer of developer move past them. This agitation system is designed so that
there is iittle c'hýnce of damage to the film,

D.6 CONTROLLED PROCESSING OF RADIATION FILM BADGES

Figure D.6 is A plot of a comparison of two D tog E curves, The dashed line represents
tne response of several SO-1112 hinms subjected to a serios of 400-psec visible-light exposures;
the solid line is the response curve of a series of calibrated Colo exposures. Exposure values
are kiven in ariitrary units. Although fur.her experimental work must be prformed Lwfore
conclusive evidence can be drawn from the risults of Fig. D.6. the similarity of the D lo• E
curve for the SO-1112 film indicates that white-ligh! exposures may be used for process con-
ti'ol of gamma-radiation exposures.

The development ,Af SO-1112 v.nulsions was carried out to a high contrast in an effort to
reduce the exposure-evaluation erro, s. With the contrast shown in Fig ).6, thr evaluation er-
rors are 03 p•tr cent in the lower region of the, tcuive And '7 per cent in the upper slope region.
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The resulting D - log E curves display a wide range in gamma-radiation exposure, especially

in comparison to the accepted useful range produced as a result of development to completion.

D.7 PROCESSING PROCEDURE FOR PLUMBBOB FILM BADGES

Included with the cobalt calibration badges were several 50-1112 white-light standards. All
badges were run through the taping machine and developed to a gamma of 1.3, as follows:

Emulsion type MF, No. 1112; MCS 5000; N.D. 1.3
Color: White
Developer: D-76, No. 4
Temperature: 707F
Time: 2 ft 39 in., 10 double-squeegee wipers, u. ed at 8t/4 ft/min

The development gamma at the head of the series was 1.3 and at the tail was 1.29.

D.8 ANALYSIS

The reels of processed badges are mounted on rewinds and wound across the reading sur-
face of an Ansco-Macbeth densitometer. Twv, central readings are made and recorded for each
film. With the readings complete, the calibration films are first compared with previous runs,
and then the shot films are compared with their calibration film. From the results of these
comparisons, analysis charts and graphs can be drawn, and irom these comprehe sive sum-
maries, the shot doses and the accuracy of the system can be determined.

TABLE D.1 - FILM- BADGE CALIBN1ATION
(DOSE RATE: R/SEC)

Administered Time. sec

dose, R 200 2 x 103  2 x 10'

0.05 0.00025
0.1 0.0005
0.2 0.001
0.5 0.0025 0.00025
1 0.005 0.0005
2 0.01 0.001
5 0.025 0.0025 0.00025
10 0.05 0.005 0.0005

20 0.1 0.31 0.001
50 0.25 0.025 0.0025
100 0.05 0.005

200 0.1 0.01
500 0.25 0.025

103 0.05
2x 10 3  

0.1
3'0 ! 0.25
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Fig. D. I -Coo gamma calibration system.
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RELAT'IVE LOG EXPOSURE

Fig. O.5-ELfecc of develapxueft time on the shape at the chasactenlstic curve of a tYPIC&I

medium-speed f&Lm. NMees, Theory of the Phot*ogm--N Pwiscou. p. " .9, The MacmilZhan
C -m rany, New Ydik, 1952).
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